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Abstract
The definition of identity varies, and on the Internet it can be difficult to keep track of.
Rather than trying to discuss the philosophical question of “who am I?”, I like to define your
digital identity as the information you place on the Internet (actively or passively). Managing
this identity comes down to what information you give out and how to protect and modify
that information. This thesis focuses on the latter half, the protection and modification of
online identities and only skims the realms of protecting the information given to third par-
ties.
A distinct lack of drive in the development of technologies for managing authentication
has dogged the Internet for some time. Numerous efforts have been made to simplify ad-
ministration, but open protocols meant for simplifying the user experience have had little
promotion and ended up forgotten or used to simplify administration. The question that
needs to be answered, as usual in research, is why? Studies have shown that password fatigue
is a very real issue and identity theft is increasing. Companies will always optimise their time
and resources, but academics need to focus their work on optimising the user experience.
In this thesis, a study of existing work produces a methodology to evaluate previous de-
velopments. This aids in determining where progress has been made in previous iterations
and how, leading to a new development in identity management focussed on the needs of
the end user. Finally, two implementations are created to realise this new form of identity
management.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Our true reality is in our identity and unity with
all life.
— Joseph Campbell
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The ubiquity of the Internet has been strengthening due to a number of factors. The
first of these is simply the ability to access the Internet faster, and from numerous and more
portable devices. Developments made in wireless technology not only permit cheaper data
connections, but faster and further range than ever before. This means the general popula-
tion has access to the Internet almost constantly, at a reasonable speed from many devices.
The devices themselves have also been getting more advanced, and not simply in terms of
their radio abilities. The dawn of the “smartphone” has opened most of the facilities of the
Internet to mobile users. When the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) originated in 1997,
phone browserswere able to handle very little ofwhat the Internet had to offer. Small images,
text and links were the limits which mobile browsers handled. Due to the screen resolutions
at the time, any more functionality would have perhaps been futile. Email was also a facil-
ity provided, popularised by Research In Motion (RIM) in 1999 with their BlackBerry line of
handsets, aimed at businesses users for constant email access. Development was relatively
stagnated in the area with minor improvements, the most functional being those running
on Windows Mobile (derived from Windows CE). Apple launched the iPhone in 2007 which
started a huge leap forward in the “smartphone” technology. RIM had to work hard to keep
their phones relevant and a relatively unknown manufacturer, High Tech Computer Corpo-
ration (HTC) was able to break into the market with the Google Android OS rival to iPhone
OS (now known as iOS). Finally, the ubiquitous mobile computing that had been predicted
almost two decades prior by Weiser [65] of Xerox was becoming reality.
With this ubiquity, ever more daily transactions are taking place using it as a medium.
Presenting one’s digital self is often a difficult task. The nature of the Internet creates an
anonymity, users interacting behind the safety of their own devices. Original Internet appli-
cations did not consider anonymity, or privacy. These were simply providing information as
it was requested. However, the advent of e-commerce and the more recent development of
social networking have revolutionised what information is made available about users on a
free and open Internet. Suddenly, it matters if the data being transmitted from a personal
device to the masses of interconnected machines is read by someone with malicious inten-
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tions. In fact, it matters where the information ends its journey and is processed or stored.
These are simplymatters of personal security. Privacy is awhole separate issue. Froma secu-
rity perspective, no one could gain access to your house or bank account with the knowledge
of what party you attended last week. However, if a friend that you failed to invite found out,
that could cause, at very least, tension between you. This is one simple example of a privacy
issue, of which there are many more. With the inclusion of GPS and cellular mast triangula-
tion on mobile phones, location based privacy is quickly becoming the most pressing. The
most common invasion of privacy is by advertisers. In order to create targeted advertisement
campaigns, many different aspects of a user’s digital profile are collected through conscious
and surreptitiousmethods. Tracking users to build these profiles can be done in a number of
ways. The most commonly used method is cookies. These are tokens, stored in browsers by
remote servers in order to uniquely identify users as they browse websites. Another method
is using Internet Protocol (IP) addresses to link multiple connections to remote hosts. How-
ever, the use of technologies such as Network Address Translation (NAT) and Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) can render this technique less than ideal, if not useless, for
tracking individuals. These technologies exist due to the lack of IP addresses on the Internet.
NAT permits a group of users to share a single IP, making all traffic appear to be from the
same node. DHCP allows the IP address to be changed by the Internet Service Provider (ISP)
and hence allocate their range of IP addresses to clients as they connect to the Internet.
Of course, there are many other situations where users give away their personal details,
and do so freely. In the case of e-commerce, shopping preferences, delivery and payment in-
formation are all required for a transaction to take place. This may bemodelled in a manner
similar to that of a transaction in a high street store. However, in a store no delivery address
need be given, as the goods can be taken immediately. No payment information is required
as anonymous cash may be used. A user may not wish to entrust a store with such informa-
tion, but without doing so, the utility of online purchasing will elude them. In the modern
world, many people take it for granted that their privacy will need to be traded for utility,
but they should not need to. Problems such as these are classified as Identity management,
3
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forming a research area which is becomingmore important as more people usemore online
services to perform daily task. Identity management covers a large range of topics over and
above authentication and profile distribution, these include access control and privacy. This
thesis focusses on simply the authentication of an identity in the scenario of a web service
and the storage and distribution of profile data. The issues of what data to distribute and
where is out of the scope of this thesis.
The issues discussed have simply considered digital profiles. However, this is not the
most pressing issue to users [47]. Websites often utilise authentication in order to link users
to their accounts. This provides security to the user, and allows services to keep track of users
between devices and network connections. There are many situations where users desire a
persistent online identity, such as Internet banking, social networking or email. Authentica-
tion takes many forms, the most widespread being that of a username1 and password pair.
The use of different usernames and passwords on websites is promoted in order to ensure
that if one site is malicious, or compromised in some way, a user’s whole digital identity
is not also compromised. Websites will also inflict arbitrary rules and restrictions on user-
names and passwords, such as characters it may, must, or must not contain, as well as min-
imum and maximum permitted lengths. All of these factors lead to password fatigue. The
prevalence of “Forgot your password?” and even “Forgot your username?” links on websites
demonstrates this problem.
As stated, authentication is the most pressing issue. This is due to authentication be-
ing the most visible aspect to the end-user. Users tend to ignore their digital profile, most
of which is collected from browsing and purchasing history rather than explicit user input.
This area of research has receivedmuch less attention than that of authentication. The pref-
erence towards authentication over profile management in past work, derived from the ten-
dency to view the issue from a user management perspective. It is only logical that those
who maintain and control user accounts, and therefore have the ability to modify how they
are implemented, would ease their own workload. To this end, access control for users on
1Very often the username utilised is in fact the user’s email address.
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distributed networks, followed by grouping of users in order to permit easier access control,
became a feature of operating systems as soon as multiple users existed on a system. Prior
to the use of Internet services, system access control dictated the information that could be
accessed, and the programs that could be executed. When the Internet started to be used for
accessing services, multiple proprietary authentication protocols existed, and hence were
incompatible for access control across domains. In the beginning this was acceptable as In-
ternet services were generally free information resources. As the Internet matured, services
began to become chargeable. In academia, societies began tomake journals and conference
papers available online for those with memberships. Buying an institution-wide license for
each society would require some or all of: centralising access; distributing a single set of cre-
dentials between all users; limiting access to a certain IP range; or maintaining all users in
the institutionwith the society. All of these options have undesirable consequences for either
the institution or the society, or both. To provide access in these circumstances, a method
of authenticating with the institution and then gaining an single-use access key in order to
access the digital library mitigates the administration problems for both parties. Hence, sin-
gle sign-on authentication was born. In the United Kingdom, a system called Athens was
developed in the late 1990s, centralising national educational authentication. This system
was mainly used for library services. At the start of the millennium, Shibboleth [24] was de-
veloped to perform a similar function, but this time as an open API.
Problemswith authentication go further than simply academia. Similar systemswere de-
veloped within private companies to perform similar functions. Companies who provided
multiple services to users, and hence had implemented internal centralised authentication
protocols, made them publicly available. One example of this is the Microsoft Passport, pre-
sented as a single identity for all web commerce. Many criticisms where made of this ap-
proach, such as being closed and numerous security vulnerabilities, which are still relevant
today for other providers attempting the same model (Facebook Connect, for example). An
openmodel permits users to decidewhom theywish to trust with their identity, and removes
the chance of a monopoly. OpenID [54] was developed precisely to generate an open API for
5
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online authentication. Users may use any identity provider they wish, including one of their
own creation, providing it complies with the specified protocol. The disadvantage to this ap-
proach is that services are unable to impart trust to the identity provider as security depends
on theDomainName System, which is insecure. Verification of the identity provider is futile,
since a service has no way of propagating information about all possible identity providers.
The most recent implementation available in the field is that of Mozilla BrowserID 1.
Through the use of an email address, users are able to authenticate with services. Many
services verify a user’s email address upon registration. Therefore it is a logical proposal to
utilise email for authentication. A single authentication for each browser is required, which
persists until the user removes the browser from the identity (logs out). The decentralised
nature of the development means that all the trust is managed by email which, despite its
flaws, is common practice. A bigger issue exists with the decentralised nature of the system:
if a user were to forget to log out (remove their security credentials) from a browser when
they left it, they would not be able to rectify this remotely. Changing their email address is
not a desirable option for account revocation.
A paper by Herley & van Oorschot demonstrates the difficulties of changing authenti-
cation schemes away from those which are password based [34]. Their work motivates the
need for determining the best fit identity management system for a given scenario. Utilising
objective and systematic evaluation of identity management architectures and implemen-
tations, this thesis intends to enable just that. A number of existing frameworks have been
developed for both generic architecture evaluation, and identity management specific eval-
uation. As will become evident later, each of these is currently inadequate for this purpose.
One paper from an Australian government department goes so far as to state that existing
literature does not well understand identity management architecture [66]. Research in this
area is very timely and is amajor consideration in the CORDIS FP72 and is highly likely to re-
main in FP8. Generic solutions require a large amount of domain specific knowledge and are
often unreliable for determining a consistent result. Existing identity management specific
1http://browserid.org/
2http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/security/eid-management_en.html
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1.1. SETTING THE SCENE FOR IDENTITYMANAGEMENT RESEARCH
evaluation has focused on a specific attribute of identity management: authentication, pri-
vacy, usability, security, to name a few. Where improvements may be made in one area, it is
important to determine what the trade-offsmadewith regards to other areas are. This allows
developers to make informed decisions about the type of identity management to utilise in
their services. Furthermore, it assists researchers to develop improved identitymanagement
systems based on missing features or abilities of existing techniques. This is the focus of
Chapter 5 and one of the major contributions of this thesis. In order to develop a methodol-
ogy for this purpose, a systematic review is performed to evaluate, and consolidate the exist-
ing literature in the area of identitymanagement evaluation. A generic architecture trade-off
analysis method is then chosen for a classroom experiment in order to provide a benchmark
for trade-off analysis in the field of identity management.
To demonstrate the ability of this evaluationmethod to drive future research, a new style
of identity management is developed in Chapter 7. This style increases the usability over ex-
isting styles by using the device as the trusted entity, similarly to BrowserID. This style may
be used to develop multiple types of identity management architectures, of which two are
created. One technique provides many security improvements over existing identity man-
agement implementations, but themethod requires complex cryptography to be performed,
and large data payloads. The second modifies the trust model in order to decrease the com-
putational load of the system. Finally, these styles are evaluated with the framework from
which they were derived, in order to go full circle and confirm that the intended improve-
ments were made.
1.1 Setting the scene for identitymanagement research
Certain aspects of the challenge of identity management have been focussed upon more
than others. For obvious business reasons, collection of personal data and identifying users
between accesses in order to link the collected data has been extensively covered in indus-
try, especially that of advertising. Similarly, management of large numbers of users from an
7
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administration point of view has also been covered. Only recently has research begun to
consider the problems faced by users. From an industrial point of view, simplifying iden-
tity management for the end-user requires far less customer support. Additionally, a study
conducted by Blue Research in 2011 1 has shown that users are more likely to use a website
if registration is either simple or not required. In an increasingly competitive market, ser-
vices which adopt user friendly identity management have a competitive edge compared to
those that don’t. Despite these compelling arguments, little research has been done from a
software engineering point of view. This perspective is important in order to systematically
evaluate the options available to companies, and for the development and evaluation of new
identity management architectures and implementations.
Improvements made to existing architectures are sometimes revolutionary, and there-
fore are capable of either maintaining or improving every aspect of those that they replace.
These kinds of improvement are generally rare occurrences. Instead, improvements are of-
ten made by sacrificing other aspects which were not the focus of development. Due to this,
methods have been developed which are capable of evaluating architectures for these trade-
offs. Performing these evaluations requires a large amount of domain specific knowledge,
and is often not deterministic with a large amount of subjective opinion thrown in. More
deterministic processes should be utilised in order to ensure that all relevant aspects are
considered. Combining trade-off analysis methods and objective processes will result in a
methodology which is not only more objective, but is capable of evaluating all aspects of an
identity management architecture. Such an evaluation is therefore capable of determining
which new ideas are revolutionary in the field, rather thanmere improvements. The problem
of the deployment and utilisation of new identitymanagement architectures by services and
users still exists. Other than easing the transition, this problem lies out of the scope of this
thesis, and is instead left as a discussion point for the big players, those who havemillions of
existing users.
Trust is an important aspect of identity, digital or otherwise; users who do not trust the
1http://www.janrain.com/consumer-research-social-signin
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entity which is requesting and collecting personal information are unlikely to give that infor-
mation freely. Segmentation of digital identity exists currently, usersmaintaining an account
at one servicewhich contains information the user has given to that particular service. Terms
and conditions of sale on e-commerce websites and privacy policies are available for users
to browse, should they wish to concern themselves with the treatment of their personal in-
formation once it has been supplied. Many legal frameworks are also in place, such as the
Data Protection Act (1999) in the United Kingdom. These set out rules and regulations with
regard to the collection, storage and disposal of data both physically and digitally, including
but not restricted to Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
Segmentation of profiles, combined with the ever increasing number of services, causes
a usability nightmare and credential overload for users. Administration solutions proposed
by industry and academia simply solve access control issues for groups within a single or-
ganisation. General users do not have the luxury of a centralised identity provider due to
the lack of corporate incentive to operate one. Despite this, a number of identity providers
have emerged, some such asMyVidoop 1 utilising advertising during the authentication and
others such as Google 2 whose intentions are unclear. As of early 2012, Google has released
a new privacy policy in which it expressly permits the sharing of information between its
services for more relevant advertisement. A number of commentators have deemed this to
contravene European data protection, something that Google refutes. The open API (in this
case, OpenID) that both of these identity providers utilise, allows users to become their own
identity provider. However, this requires knowledge of web service administration and a fi-
nancial outlay on the part of the user. Services which permit authentication with this form
of identity API also need to trust that a user who seems to be the same in two sessions, is
actually the same. The trust in this API is derived from the identity provider which, itself is
identified by simply the domain name (amechanismnever designed tomaintain trust). This
is mitigated through the use of Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificates. However this is not a
requirement of the OpenID standard, and can therefore be easily bypassed.
1https://myvidoop.com/
2http://code.google.com/apis/accounts/docs/OpenID.html
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Developing a new style of identity management is sorely needed in order to resolve the
problems caused by decentralised identity. This new style should not depend on existing
protocols, which were never designed for security, and should still permit a free market of
identity providers. In all identity systems, there must be a trusted entity in order to ensure
security. Shifting trust between entities in the identity ecosystem alters the properties ex-
hibited. Using the decentralised method, trust is placed in each service. However, separate
digital identities for each service allows users to monitor which information is made avail-
able to each entity. Maintaining disparate profile attributes is also difficult. Consider the ex-
ample of moving home: a large number of services need to be notified of a change, however
there is no centralised place to perform this update, and no record of the services with this
attribute. Now consider another alternative; a centralised location where the home address
is stored. This situation makes updating the profile attribute simple. However, who con-
trols access to this piece of information, and what about the differentiation between work
and home addresses? Many more issues arise when addressing the problem of distributed
profile maintenance with a centralised profile. A major problem that exists, is that of a com-
promised account. If a single account is compromised in the distributed model, only the
information given to that provider is compromised 1. In centralised profile model, a user’s
entire digital identity may be compromised at a single point.
In order to provide a good level of security to a centralised identity management model,
the use of much stronger authentication credentials is required. Additionally, the identity
provider should not be permitted access to services, or profile data. This ensures that a com-
promised identity provider does not lead to compromised identities and obtaining access to
individual identities ismuch harder. In order to supply authentication credentials withmore
entropy than is comfortable for a human, it makes sense to utilise the device which is being
used to access the services. Previous identity management enhancements have utilised sep-
arate devices, known as Portable Authentication Devices (PADs) [39]. This requires users to
manage another piece of hardware, and either have a connectionwhich is universal between
1assuming the authentication credentials are not also compromised or the user utilises a different credential
for each service
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all service accessing devices, or transferring authentication data from the PAD to the service
accessing device, manually. Instead, it should be possible to maintain the functionality of
a single PAD distributed between all devices owned by the user. Not only does this provide
enhanced security, but usability is also improved.
1.2 Research questions
In order to steer the research in this thesis, a number of key questions are detailed below.
Throughout the thesis these questions will be unravelled, culminating in answers to them
being consolidated in the conclusions. The contributions listed in Section 2.4 are derived
from the answers to these questions.
1. How can an identitymanagement architecture be evaluated systematically?
(a) What are the requirements of an identitymanagement architecture?
As with all software architectures, there are many aspects of identity manage-
ment architectures by which they may be evaluated. Existing identity manage-
ment evaluation provides a methodology for specific attributes of identity man-
agement architectures. However, these do not provide all the benefits of generic
trade-off evaluation methods. Through the combination of these approaches, it
should be possible to derive an improved evaluation methodology.
(b) Whichmetrics need to be evaluated?
Following from the previous question, requirements specific to identity manage-
ment need to be determined. A wealth of existing research into the subject indi-
cates the areas which should be evaluated, and in some cases the methodology
used to test thempreviously. Further to this, utilising existing generic frameworks
for software engineering evaluation (and a group of software engineers) it should
be possible to derive further insight into the evaluation of an identity manage-
ment architecture.
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(c) Whatmethod should be followed to perform a systematic evaluation?
A large number of existing architecture evaluation methods exist. Most of these
methods draw upon the domain expertise of the software engineer evaluating the
architecture. Those which don’t are tailored to a specific domain. Currently, there
are no evaluation methodologies tailored for identity management, and conse-
quently those provided for the generic case must be utilised. However, the lack
of domain knowledge possessed by those performing evaluation can cause bias
or result in incorrect results. Instead, a better evaluation methodology may be
derived from the combination of existing generic methods, and domain specific
knowledge drawn frommultiple sources.
(d) What are the benefits of a systematic analysis?
Through the use of a standard systematic analysis, a standardised result may be
derived. Instead ofmaking a decision between architectures, the differencesmay
be evaluated in order to produce conclusions about their make-up. For example,
a change in the layout of components in the architecture may produce specific
advantages or disadvantages which may then be utilised. The evolution between
architectures may also provide a stepping stone for further developments.
2. What improvementsmay bemade to identitymanagement architectures?
(a) Where should the effort of improvements be focused?
The evaluation provides areas which perform well in certain architectures. By
determining the areas which are important to the stakeholders, it is possible to
determine which architectures are suitable. If none suit, the results of evaluating
existing architectures holds the key, providing subtle pointers as to where mod-
ifications may be made to demonstrate certain properties. However, it is only
through experimentation that a conclusive answermaybe obtained as towhether
these modifications have the expected result.
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(b) Which areas of identity management are important to which parties (such as
users or services)?
Stakeholders in architectures are often consulted during the development of new
architectures. Modern development paradigms involve architecting systems for
unknown users owing to the nature of the Internet. The most pressing issues
with identity management exist in the Internet domain, since those with known
stakeholders have previously been addressed. It is therefore important to deter-
mine which areas affect the stakeholders, allowing future development to focus
on areas for users. Identifying the service-related areas is equally important in or-
der to drive usability with existing services and/or promote the integration with
new and existing services.
(c) How can such systematic evaluation inform the design of a new identity man-
agement architecture?
Combining the evaluation of existing architectures and the importance of spe-
cific areas, those which are in most need of improvement should become ap-
parent. Improvement in these areas is obviously progress in the field of identity
management. However, progress in one area is likely to affect other areas of the
architecture. Evaluation of newdesigns facilitates the definition of improvements
and trade-offs.
(d) Howmay improvementsmade in architectural design be implemented?
Designing a new architecture for evaluation is simply the first stage. These im-
provements must be exemplified through implementation.
1.3 Overview
This thesis covers two major aspects of research into identity management. Initially, the
focus is placed on developing an evaluation methodology for identity management archi-
tectures. Through the use of this methodology and existing architectures, improvements are
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suggested. This shifts the direction of the thesis toward the development of new identity
management architectures and implementations. These implementations utilise a change
in paradigm for identity management architectures through the use of user devices for cre-
dential storage, and hence authentication. With this change, profile management is also
considered utilising the features provided by the new technology. Through combination of
both software engineering and security research, this thesis is able to not only evaluate and
postulate on future improvements, it is able to derive two separate implementations to pro-
vide those improvements. With the invention of two new architectures, the identity man-
agement evaluation methodology may itself be evaluated.
Chapter 2 is dedicated to an in-depth description of identity management from differ-
ent perspectives, and presenting a motivating example which will run through the thesis.
The three perspectives are those of the individual (user of services), identity providers and
services. Identity management has differing priorities depending on the point of view, and
therefore it is key to understand each of them. Themotivating example is a service where the
issues of identity management for both authentication and profile management need to be
considered. The development of the service is considered from the service providers’ point
of view, however the impact of the decisions must be considered from the users’ perspec-
tive, and to a lesser extent that of the identity provider. The identity provider is an important
link in the chain, however their involvement is simply commercial viability. The chapter
concludes with a description of the contributions provided by this thesis, in the domains of
software engineering and security.
In Chapter 3, the evolution of identity management is reviewed. The major research and
implementations in the field are discussed and reviewed. The review begins with a discus-
sion of early identity management, and the development of decentralised systems. Evolu-
tion into centralised systems where users may be managed on a central identity provider is
then discussed. Finally, the development of so-called “user-centric” identity management is
discussed, where open APIs permit users to take control of their digital identity.
Chapter 4 utilises a classroom experiment to perform a generic architectural evaluation.
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The results of which motivate the need for a new, specialised, systematic evaluation mecha-
nism.
Developing from this evaluation of identity management technologies, Chapter 5 per-
forms a systematic review of identity management evaluation methods. The methodology
includes a set ofmetrics in order to aid non-domain experts in performing an objective anal-
ysis. Additionally, a high level evaluation method is utilised in order to create a “managerial
overview” of identitymanagement implementations, assisting the interpretation of the eval-
uation results. Throughout the chapter, the identity management architectures evaluated in
the classroom experiment are re-evaluated utilising the newmethodology andmetrics. This
has the advantage of evaluating the metrics against the existing methods, performing evalu-
ation in-the-small. This methodologymay be used to evaluatemore implementations in the
future, as well as be extended with additional requirements making it extensible and adapt-
able to future development. Extensions may aid in the development of further advances in
identity management architecture
Chapter 6 describes a number of key concepts which will be utilised in the remainder of
the thesis to increase flow and readability of the following chapter.
Through the use of the new evaluation methodology, Chapter 7 derives a new style of
identity management. This is once again evaluated with the method proposed in Chapter 5
in order to determine if the proposed modifications have the desired effects. This new style
makes use of user devices for credential storage and boasts benefits in usability and secu-
rity for both authentication and profile management. Two different implementations are
suggested in this identity management style with differing abilities. Each implementation is
evaluated for security, but compared against the reference in the following chapter.
Evaluation of the thesis in-the-large is performed in Chapter 8. Despite evaluation being
performed on the methodology and implementations previously, it is important to consider
the performance of the evaluation methodology for creating the new identity management
style. Additionally, the evaluationmethodology is utilised in order to determine the improve-
ments and trade-offs of each of the new identity management implementations.
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To conclude, Chapter 9 gives an overview of the contributions of the thesis and provides
concise answers to the research questions posed in Section 1.2. Finally, areas which require
future research are detailed. These include further development and refinement for the eval-
uation methodology, and predictions for improvement in identity management implemen-
tations. These implementations may be impossible, or have other issues given the current
state-of-the-art, but this does not disqualify them from consideration.
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MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
First say to yourself what you would be; and then
do what you have to do.
— Epictetus
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2.1 The purpose of identitymanagement
Identity management is a term used to cover a wide range of problems in many disciplines.
The issue with the definition occurs when one considers what identity is and who or what is
managing it. The Oxford English Dictionary defines identity as:
“the fact of being who or what a person or thing is”
While this is a perfectly good definition, understanding what makes up an identity is the
challenging part. Digital identity emerged from the need to differentiate between users of
individual systems, and subsequently networked systems. Managing authentication details
and the distribution of profile information, especially Personally Identifiable Information
(PII) is where the need for identity management as a research field arises.
In order to consider identity management further, first let identity be defined in the fol-
lowing manner for the remainder of this thesis. An identity is the sum total of information
provided to, and stored on a computer system which may be accessed through a set of cre-
dentials. This definition is reasonable because: only the identity of individuals is being con-
sidered; accessing a system which contains no personal information cannot be considered
a breach of identity. If groups were being considered, then it may be possible that identity
is being used as a form of access control, and therefore its security becomes critical. The
fact that belonging to the groupmay be considered a piece of information about the identity
owner canmake this pointmoot. To justify the secondpoint, let us consider the scenario that
no profile is currently stored for an account at a service, and the credentials for said account
may bemade public without any further loss of data. This identity is now public, and owned
by everyone. However, once the profile begins to be populated with personal information, it
is no longer identical to an empty public profile and becomes an identity.
Now that the generic definition of identity management for this thesis has been laid out,
it must be considered for the different entities evolved. These entities take differing roles
in the management of identity and have different goals depending on their motives, and
regulations imposed on them. The types of entity involved in identity management are:
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1. Individuals - those that own an identity
2. Identity Providers - those that supply or store identity information
3. Services - those that provide individuals with a service, often based on their identity
information.
In 2008, Miller wrote two articles in IEEE Internet Computing regarding identity [47, 46].
These articles summarised identity management to date, and drew conclusions on its uses
and problems. The key to identity management is the benefits to both users and companies
for storing identity information online. These will be discussed in more depth later. Due
to this dual need, it is therefore not surprising that much development has occurred in this
area from a commercial perspective. Unfortunately, these developments usually are driven
by the needs of the services rather than the needs of the users. One area that is of benefit to
both is centralised profile attribute storage. Miller notes that decentralised attributes easily
become outdated. However, centralising attribute storage generates privacy concerns. In
[47] it is shown that users have a thresholdwhere the benefits are outweighed by the invasion
of privacy. Miller goes on to note in [46] that open APIs assist in privacy, and are therefore the
way forward. However, the real issue with identity attributes is that users are unsure of the
use of attributes. In some cases users freely give information away, and others keep it safe
simply owing to their perceived understanding of its use. Of course, this perception may be
inherently incorrect.
The remainder of this section will focus on the needs and requirements of each of the
identity entities described. Through this description it is hoped that the drive behind devel-
opments to date in the area of identity management will become clearer.
2.1.1 Individuals
Individuals, as previously stated, are the owners of identities. They are likely to own mul-
tiple identities where services do not share authentication. These individuals provide all
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information for populating each of their identities either directly or indirectly. Profile infor-
mation can range from the data given upon registration, to browsing and purchase history.
Linked records may also be combined with a profile, for example a user may provide their
house number and postcode and a directory is capable of looking up the full address. The
longevity of profile attributes can also vary from real-time properties, such as location, to
long-term properties, for example a user’s forename. The owners of identities should be able
to modify and correct the data in their profiles. In fact, this is a legal requirement in many
countries1. However, there is often little or no right to have collected information revoked.
In some cases, individuals do not create their identity; instead it is thrust upon them
through the use of cookies or other forms of tracking. Profiles generated using these pro-
cesses still have a registration (the first request without a valid tracking identifier), authenti-
cation (supplying tracking identifiers) and profile population (generally browsing history).
Tomaintain access to a particular identity, the individual is required tomaintain a record
of their authentication credentials. This may be a digital record, a physical record or simply
remembering the information given at registration. Themost common credentials are those
of a username and password pair. The username is considered to be a semi-public field
which is most often unmasked and in the case of discussion boards and forums displayed
publicly. The password is considered the private credential and can usually be changed. In
some cases services can force a password to be changed after a certain period of time or for
some other reason.
One of the first uses of digital profiles was to personalise websites. However, the advent of
e-commerce provided many new problems. Since then, online banking and social network-
ing have added more identity attributes and authentication requirements for users. Identity
management not only encompasses authentication to multiple services and the provision
and maintenance of identity attributes, but the security and separation of them. Keeping
digital identities separated, such as home and work addresses, and ensuring that compro-
mising a single service does not compromise multiple services is another matter to address
1In the United Kingdom, The Data Protection Act (1998) and, more widely in Europe, the Privacy and Elec-
tronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations (2003).
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for individuals.
Recent work has shown that this final point on the separation of services is becoming
hard [47] due to password re-use and centralised identity management solutions. Further-
more, centralised identity management also poses the risk of merging identity attributes,
hence increasing security risk.
2.1.2 Identity Providers
Before digital identity, identity providers existed as mainly authoritative public bodies, such
as the DVLA in the United Kingdom who provide a driving license. Modern driving licenses
include a photo and are, in most countries, considered a valid form of official identifica-
tion. Other countries also implement identity cards which are also maintained by a central
governmental authority. In these cases the information provided by the issued identity doc-
uments are trusted by third parties as it came from and known reputable source.
With the advent of digital identity, identity providers were either not distinguished from
the service or were provided by a library on the computer system. Logging into a computer
system passes a set of authentication credentials to the local identity provider (administered
by the operating system)which allows the user to execute programswith the authority linked
to the credentials entered. The first networked systems centralised the identity provider to a
single computer which all of the linkedmachines sent authentication credentials in order to
verify them.
As computers became more popular and numerous, the security of networking became
more important as individuals could intercept the communications and gain access to an
identity which did not belong to them. Therefore cryptographic functions began to be used.
Due to the now-remote nature of the identity provider, it is important to ensure that the
service is communicating with the identity provider they trust. Through the use of crypto-
graphic keys, services are capable of verifying the identity provider.
All these solutions operate when systems are maintained within a single organisation, or
the identity provider is trusted by all of the services. However, with the advent of the World
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WideWeb (WWW), these properties no longer hold. Instead, services were once again forced
to act as their own identity provider, like single, unconnected computers of the past.
For individuals, public authorities are yet to create digital identities. Instead, users are
forced to utilise commercial identity providers if they wish to centralise authentication and
profile data. This process often occurs within organisations without end-user knowledge.
For example, ISPs which provide email, billing, online storage and other services oftenmain-
tain a single login for a user. This single login is used for all of the services, despite thembeing
implemented separately.
2.1.3 Services
Services are the purpose of digital identity. Users obtain all functionality from services. All
computer programs may be considered as services; the identity they are able to access and
perform computations upon is dependent upon the user they are running for1. Through the
use of access control built into the host operating system the program has access to certain
files, and functionality of the hardware.
Asmentionedwhen discussing identity providers, serviceswere required to become their
own identity provider on the Internet. There is no host operating system for the Internet in
order to request a user’s files, and no central authority to send credentials to verify them.
Instead, an identity needs to be created in anotherway. With no central authority, credentials
must be checked by the service, and profile datamust be collected and stored by the service.
Asmay be apparent already, but will certainly be discussed further, thismanner ofmanaging
identity is far from optimal.
Identity for services is bi-directional; services often have to prove their identity and that
a connection is secure before a user provides identity information in order to verify herself.
The reason for this is to prevent serviceM attempting to masquerade as service A in order to
gain access to identity information that it would otherwise not be privy to.
1it should be noted that programs may be running under a different user to that which a request is being
served
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Identity attributes are utilised by services to provide personalisation, security and to de-
liver goods, among other purposes. Therefore it is important that these attributes are made
available to the service. However, a number of regulations exist in order to specify details
about how identity attributes are obtained, transmitted, stored, maintained and deleted.
Complying with these rules and requirements all form part of identity management.
2.2 Motivating example
In the UK, Cabinet Office members are discussing identity management. One such case is
detailed in a cabinet office blog1 where the following is stated:
“The days of creating different user names andpasswords for every newwebsite are num-
bered, thank goodness. There is a strong desire to work collaboratively across the public and
private sectors to develop solutions that meet users differing needs. That desire is interna-
tional.”
Identity management is an timely problem simply due to the number of identity interac-
tions required on a daily basis between individuals and services. Therefore, in order to fully
consider the effect of identity management one cannot simply consider a single interaction
or even a single service. This will be discussed in greater length when considering the eval-
uation criteria for identity management software. Instead, let us consider a set of identity
actions that are either common (performed frequently and generally involve a single service)
or intensive (performed infrequently, but generally involve multiple services).
The most common action is to authenticate with a service. Depending on the type of
identity management in place this can take multiple forms, which will be discussed later.
Registering with a service can be both common or intensive, depending on the number
of identity attributes required. For example, users regularly register with tracking services
which produce reports on site usage without any interaction. On the other hand, signing up
to a store to purchase goods requires many details about payment and shipping. The most
1http://digital.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/2011/11/04/establishing-trust/
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intensive action is that of modifying an identity attribute. This may be required, for exam-
ple, when moving house. Services which currently send products, bills and other items to a
previous address need modifying.
With these important identity management issues in mind, let us consider the situation
of creating a new online store, The Online Bargain Shop (OBS). In order to create this service
for users we need to handle a number of different aspects of users’ identities. OBS will ship
goods to an address which has been provided by a user. The goods will only be shipped
once payment has been cleared, which requires payment details to be given. Users have the
facility to view the status of their order at any time through theOBSwebsite by authenticating
with the same account that was used to place the order.
This single example does not take into account all aspects of identity management. It is
vital during evaluation to consider other services, users and other stakeholders when mak-
ing design decisions for OBS. Let us consider a generic user, Alice, for OBS. She does not
purchase their items solely from OBS. Instead, she utilises a number of e-commerce stores.
Alice also has an online bank account and multiple social network accounts. Alice accesses
these accounts throughmultiple devices, including mobile devices. From the perspective of
Alice, creating an account at OBS involves a number of decisions and compromises. Firstly,
she must choose how to authenticate, and whether to reuse the authentication credentials
from other services. Secondly, Alice needs to decide which devices she may wish to access
the account on and how to provide authentication details for OBS to those devices. Finally,
Alice needs to decide which attributes to provide to OBS, and how to ensure that they are
maintained. These decisions will be discussed in-depth in Chapter 3.
Trust is an important part of identity management. It is especially important if identity
attributes are to be automatically delivered to services. This thesis only considers the situa-
tionwhere a user is in full control of which attributes are delivered. Further discussion about
trust and identity attributes are noted in multiple papers [38, 21, 69, 61]. The primary aim in
regards to identity attributes is to make them available to be shared, and not to share them
automatically. Additionally, providing a means to update identity attributes is also impor-
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tant [51].
Now that the problem space has been defined, the following section will discuss the field
from the software engineering perspective.
2.3 Identitymanagement and software engineering
In the year 2000, a number of software engineering researchers developed a set of roadmaps
for software engineering. Roman et al discussed the importance of software engineering in
themobile era [55]. Devanbu& Stubblebine concentrated on the security aspects of software
engineering [22].
“Low level protocols, personal communication appliances, and web content de-
livery have been some of themost visible elements of this new computing arena.
The success and popular acceptance of this technology is accompanied by rapid
growth, increased demand for novel applications, and high expectations with
regard to quality and dependability. The time has come for the software en-
gineering community to embrace mobile computing as the next frontier to be
conquered.”
- Roman et al [55]
Despite the decade of development, these words still hold true in the area of identity
management. The roadmap discusses the early stages of mobile access and synchronisation
for business users who, at the time, were themajor users. Nowwith the costs ever decreasing
the ubiquity is increasing. As such, the problems with security increase.
“Customers demand ‘single sign-on’, whereby a user authenticates herself once
using a specificmechanism and then gains access in a uniformmanner to differ-
ent services (perhaps on different platforms). Developing uniform services that
span different platforms is a research challenge.”
- Devanbu & Stubblebine [22]
Work on the area defined by the last sentence has been mostly ignored in the software
engineering field in the subsequent decade with research focused on the problems faced by
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services and organisations. Despite this, identity management on the whole has become an
important research topic in other areas of computer science. Miller outlined in two articles
the development of identity management, the problems and current solutions [47, 46]. An
interesting point is that both service providers and users benefit from the enhanced avail-
ability of user information. The use of user information is incredibly valuable for one of the
Internet’s greatest income generators - advertising. The privacy issues raised by this are sub-
stantial. An important assertion is that there is a limit to user benefit before it is outweighed
by privacy loss. Further to this observation, Miller also notes that redundant storage of pro-
file information can cause it to become outdated very quickly. To conclude, Miller states the
use of open APIs reduces the profile redundancy. The key to privacy is ensuring the use of
attributes is understood by the user and that the systems adhere to the defined usage. In
order to verify these assertions, a study was made where users were prompted to release nu-
merous profile attributes, andmany did so freely. Enhancing the users’ ability to understand
what information is revealed, and its purpose is gaining importance with the rise of social
networking.
2.4 Contributions
This thesis develops the field of identity management in two areas: evaluation and develop-
ment. Evaluation of identity management architectures permits a high level overview of the
benefits and design decisions/trade-offs between different identitymanagement schemes to
be evaluated before implementation. It also permits software architects to evaluate whether
a change of identity architecture on an existing system would be beneficial. Through an
objective evaluation technique, development can be focused on improving identity man-
agement architectures. Requirements may also be matched against the abilities of different
identity management schemes. To this end, four major novel contributions are made within
this thesis:
1. Development of a systematicmethodology andmetrics for evaluation of identityman-
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agement architectures, specifically ensuring all stakeholders are considered, including
the end-user, service and identity provider
2. Evaluation of existing identity management architectures, specifically a service based
implementation and an identity provider based implementation
3. Design of a new identity management architecture, namely device based, making ma-
jor improvements to usability while maintaining or increasing security and privacy
over existing approaches
4. Two reference implementations of the above architecture.
These four contributions are discussed in further detail within the remainder of this sec-
tion.
2.4.1 Framework for evaluation
Various evaluation frameworks exist within the software engineering field. These contain no
particular focus, and instead guide experts in performing evaluation. Further to this, eval-
uation of identity management has been performed with emphasis on particular attributes.
Both these areas of existing research are lacking in their complete view of the architecture.
Instead, an approach that is capable of evaluating all aspects of identity management ar-
chitectures is required. This combines the multi-attribute trade-off analysis provided by the
generic approach with the expert knowledge of identity management specific evaluations.
Unlike the generic approaches, identity management requirements form the basis of evalu-
ation, meaning the system requirements are not needed before evaluation. Combining the
generic evaluation approaches with identity management specific evaluation has not been
attempted to date. Through this union, the technique produced will simplify evaluations
and provide a more deterministic result, permitting non-specialised engineers to develop
reports in order to choose an appropriate identity management architecture. An additional
benefit of the process is providing a benchmark for future improvements.
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The problem with existing evaluation has become pronounced due to the differing per-
spectives that exist within identity management, as described in Section 2.1. A generic eval-
uation identifies the issues which are important to the stakeholders who are performing the
evaluation. For example, service providers consider development time and cost when con-
sidering identity management issues. On the other hand, users are interested in the speed,
privacy and ease of use. Additionally, service providers and users are not necessarily experts
in any of these criteria. Consequently, determining the different variables of identity man-
agement frameworks is important in order to ensure that oversights are not made. This will
also aid those whomake the decision to be aware of any trade-offs that they are making.
As with most implementation issues, evaluation of identity management for a service is
a set of trade-offs. There are a wide variety of different problems to overcome and compro-
mises that must be made. A simple example is creating an online store where users email
their credit card details, and products they wish to purchase, to the store. This solution is
very simple to implement; however the user experiences poor usability and security is non-
existent. Additionally, users have no way of tracking their order online, and, without further
effort, the store is unable to derive any kind of statistics, such as tracking popular items. Un-
derstanding the trade-off in this particular situation needs limited expert knowledge. How-
ever more subtle instances exist.
In order to address this problem, a framework for systematic analysis of identitymanage-
ment utilised by a service is required. The framework given in this thesis provides the ability
to address a majority of key design and implementation issues and evaluate the trade-offs
made between them. The framework also provides a number of metrics which provide guid-
ance for non-expert evaluation. This is an important feature due to the diverse nature of
identity management systems and stakeholders.
The framework is aimed at software engineers who do not necessarily have a large knowl-
edge of identity management. Its purpose is to provide a simple method such that the re-
search into identity management may be consolidated and utilised. The output of the eval-
uation provides a simple high level overview for non-engineers to view the differences and
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trade-offs between different architectures. Also, from the high-level it is capable of providing
evaluation long before implementation specifics have been confirmed.
2.4.2 Evaluation of existing architectures and implementations
To generate the evaluation framework, two studies were performed: a classroom experiment
utilising an existing generic architecture evaluation method (ATAM [41]), and a systematic
literature reviewof existing identity architecture evaluationmethods. Neither study has been
performed in existing available literature to date, and hence it has not been combined either.
The experiment was performed utilising a number of security software engineers in order to
perform a trade-off analysis of two existing identity management architectures, one service
based, the other identity provider based. The systematic review utilised a number of the
most popular scientific publishers in order to obtain an deep understanding of the work to
date in the field specifically targeting identity management involving Internet transactions
between services and users. None of these has utilised a software engineering trade-off eval-
uation method. Work pertaining to organisation-wide identity management was ignored
due to this subject having beenmostly solved by industry.
Utilising the framework developed through the evaluation, the two existing architectures
were re-evaluated. Comparing the results to those of the classroom experiment, it is possible
to determine whether the methodology is an improvement over the generic approach. The
results also provide an insight into the trade-offs performed and the causes for said trade-
offs. Utilising this data, architectures which are capable of improvements in certain areas
may be suggested.
2.4.3 Design of a new identitymanagement architecture
As mentioned, the evaluation of existing architectures provides a starting point for develop-
ing novel identity management architectures which give credence to a particularly impor-
tant variable. In the case of this thesis, the chosen variable is usability. However, some vari-
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ables must remain at a minimum standard such as security and privacy. Increasing usability
means utilising a single identity provider for all (or most) services, therefore minimising the
credentials required. This approach decreases the security and privacy afforded to the user
and is therefore unacceptable using existing identitymanagement frameworks. Through the
high-level analysis of identity architectures, the separation of trust from the identity provider
is suggested in order to regain the security, and dependent on the specific implementation,
the privacy also.
2.4.4 Implementation of new identitymanagement architecture
The architecture for identity management defined in Chapter 7 is novel and, in theory, pro-
vides improvements including usability and security. In order to evaluate whether these
improvements may be utilised, an implementation is required to validate the results. Two
different implementations are designed in order to complement this framework. One ad-
heres to the framework strictly, providing authentication through the use of digital signa-
tures. Devices may be added and removed from the list of authorised signatories, verified
by a simple service or hardware hosted at the identity provider. This approach has the ad-
vantage of security against malicious or compromised identity providers. It utilises a large
amount of cryptography and bandwidth. The second implementation modifies the trust
model slightly, trusting the identity provider to manage devices in the identity, but still se-
curing authentication and profile attributes from the identity provider. This provides much
better performance. Both implementations utilise existing cryptographic methods, the first
making use of group signatures, and the second, a Diffie-Hellman based key exchange. Nei-
ther of these have been utilised for user-service identitymanagement in the past, despite be-
ing utilised for device authentication - group signatures famously being utilised for attesta-
tion on Trusted PlatformModules (TPMs) and Diffie-Hellman for pairing Bluetooth devices.
Both of these existing applications are forms of identity management, but are not designed
for authenticating an individual with a service.
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2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has walked through the definition of identity management and the need for
it in the modern world of computing. The different components that make up an identity
management architecture have beendefined anddiscussed. Finally, the contributions of this
thesis have been outlined and discussed. Currently, only a few concepts regarding existing
identity architectures and research have been discussed. The following chapter will take a
more methodical and in-depth review of the development of identity management and the
research performed.
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CHAPTER 3
THE EVOLUTION OF IDENTITYMANAGEMENT
Each man in his time plays many parts.
— William Shakespeare
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There are a number of forms of identity provider based (IdPB) authentication:
• Companies and organisations which utilise many different services may choose to ad-
minister all their users on a central identity provider. The administrative load is greatly
reduced, and role changes are instantly propagated to all services.
• Services may wish to allow other services access to user profiles or functions through
an API. In order to secure user data, they require the user to authenticate. This kind of
access allows users to authenticate with their credentials for one service and use the
facilities of another.
• User centric identity has evolvedmainly from the companybased central identity provider.
In user centric identity the identity provider which users use is not forced upon them;
they are able to choose. This has the disadvantage that it is more complicated to im-
plement and user identifiers are generally longer. Allowing the user to choose their
identity provider gives much more freedom, and even allows them to maintain their
own identity provider, should they so desire.
• InfoCards are cryptographic certificates containing user detailswhich are signed. These
cards may be collected by users and used to authenticate. Users may provide verified
profile attributes which are signed by trusted entities. This opens the possibility of
anonymous authentication, where only attributes such as age are verified and the ex-
act user is left anonymous.
This chapter details the evolution of identity management through these forms of au-
thentication. The matter of profile collection, storage and distribution is also discussed.
3.1 Roles, research and implementations of traditional iden-
titymanagement
To start with, there was paper based identity, there was nothing digital to need securing.
Still today this identity is used, mostly by a select few authorities, mainly governments and
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financial institutions. Other paper based communication is also used as identity, such as
letters from well known companies being used as proof of address.
When computers first existed only physical security was needed. There was no way to
access a computer remotely, and if you were in the same room then you could program it
to do your bidding. Remote access terminals were developed and it started to becomemore
important to segregate work between different users. Authentication was created where a
user input a set of credentials to gain access as themselves. This became increasingly impor-
tant when computers were able to communicate over telephone lines. At around the same
time, the storage on computers becamemore generic and files were invented. Securing read
or write access to files to a certain user or group of users had many business benefits.
The divergence from a centralised computer to multiple systems became a major issue
for administration of large networks. Authentication within companies became the first real
evolution of digital identity management. Rather than having individual users on individual
computers, a central authentication authority is used. Protocols such as Kerberos are used
to provide authentication for users. This reduces the administration workload for adding
and removing users as well as permitting users to use computers on the network. With cen-
tralised authentication,management of user rolesmay also be performed. By grouping users
into roles they may be permitted to do certain actions, such as read or write to specific files
or folders, execute certain applications and so on.
A common theme of this thesis is to discuss the issues of “traditional” identity manage-
ment, otherwise referred to as service based (SB). This architectural form consists of a single
service interacting directly with the end-user, and follows a similar interaction pattern as
users authenticating to a central machine in a business. All authentication and profile man-
agement functions are implemented as part of the service. There are numerous disadvan-
tages to this system from the perspective of the service itself, and from that of the user. These
include password fatigue, difficulty of profilemanagement and usability, as will be discussed
later.
Yi & Kravets approach this problem for ad-hoc networks [68]. Their work utilises a cen-
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tral trusted authority for verification of certificates. However, the use of certificate chaining
allows access rights to be distributed without interaction with the central authority. A major
consideration in this technique is that revoking the top of a chain revokes the whole chain.
In the standard Internet access model of end user accessing a service though a device, this
creates an issue for the user if they need to revoke access to a device in the chain, especially
the initial one.
The Internet facilitates anonymity, and unless otherwise identified, users are hard to dis-
tinguish. Since services need to distinguish users the problem of identity management ex-
ists. Camp provides us with a detailed analysis of the transition of identity from paper based
systems to those provided digitally [17]. The centuries of evolution creating unforgeable1 pa-
per identity is yet to be played out in the digital age. Specifically, Camp details how privacy
online is being traded for security. This is due to the lack of ability to provide anonymous au-
thentication. For example, one may purchase an item in a shop for cash and the transaction
is untraceable2, however online all transactions are traceable. Camp also notes that identity
theft online is much simpler as pure identity attributes are utilised for authentication rather
than an unforgeable medium.
Much of the research at the end of the last and the beginning of this millennium into
privacy still considered single systems. Myers & Liskov worked on a static checker for de-
termining data flow through a system [49]. This work does not define where information
is gathered and distributed to, and is therefore applicable in more advanced identity man-
agement sub-components. The idea of considering identity issues in a single application is
firmly rooted in the SB identity mechanisms.
In an effort to increase usability, many client side solutions have evolved. From the per-
spective of identity attributes, many browsers integrate local storage for automatically filling
in web forms. A patent filed by Microsoft [29] even describes a method of utilising a remote
server to determine what the type of a particular field is. The most difficult part of identity
attributemanagement is determining which attributes to place in which element, as there is
1Or at least unforgeable at cost more than it is worth.
2Other than perhaps CCTV footage or similar.
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no standardisation. Other problems with this technique include the lack of synchronisation
between devices, and being unable to automatically update data at different services. For
authentication, most browsers support the storage of usernames and passwords for web-
sites. There are also services1 which synchronise these with a central database so they can
be retrieved on many devices. Unfortunately, the use of an external service requires trust in
their systems to all services stored on it.
Josang & Pope describe a hardware device for storing usernames and passwords for ser-
vices [39]. They claim that their approach is better than a federated approach. This is due to
increased compatibility with traditional services and the lack of server-side load. However,
hardware support is required for the credentials must be transmitted to the user device.
3.2 Evolution of identitymanagement to single sign-on
Moving onwards from the problems ofmultiple centralised systems, work began, around the
millennium, to assist both users and organisationswith identitymanagement issues through
consolidation. What is referred to in this thesis as IdPB identitymanagement (IdPB IdM) was
developed. The issuewas even considered important enough by 2003 towarrant its own spe-
cial edition of IEEE Internet Computing [12]. Companies and organisations which provided
multiple services to their users, centralised the authentication and access control systems.
After a short time open protocols and implementations emerged such as Shibboleth [24].
This particular implementation is widely used to allow users in educational institutions to
access articles via an institutional subscription. This eases the extensive problem of allow-
ing thousands of users access to external resources, provides anonymity of service access to
institution level and greatly aids the journal provider in managing subscription access.
SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) [18] is an XML based standard developed
by OASIS. SAML provides the ability to make specific assertions about identity attributes
which are signed by identity providers, or provide proof of authentication. Thismakes SAML
1such as LastPass http://www.lastpass.com/
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versatile, permitting both conventional and anonymous authentication techniques. Users
are able to make assertions about a particular value in their identity such that the receiver is
able to prove that the assertion is correct and the attribute is valid.
Fujiwara et al. improved upon Shibboleth to allow it to make security assertions [27].
This approach is very similar to that of SAML, although they included the ability to assert a
query as unanswerable. This modification improves the privacy of their system over SAML
by permitting the user to choose against sending certain information.
Another attempt at improving Shibboleth wasmade by Takagi et al., who utilised themil-
lionaires’ problem and oblivious transfer [64]. This solution is capable of providing a more
trusted assertion than that of [27]. Another solution by Bangerter et al.[6] permits the use of
certified release. Although not specifically proposed for use as an extension to Shibboleth,
it is not hard to conceive using certified release as such. This solution is capable of making
inequality and equality assertions about attributes within a certificate without revealing any
of the certificate attributes. Additionally, the certificates may be checked for authenticity.
The privacy preserving solutions abovemaintain user privacy by limiting the information
given to services. Another approach is to limit the use and/or length of time an attribute
may be stored. Squicciarini et al. propose a solution in this manner specifically for federated
services [60]. Attributes are given particular abilities, such as how long they may be kept
before deleting them, and whether they may be shared with other services. The problem
with such a system is ensuring the qualities expressed have been adhered to.
Pfitzmann&Waidner studied the following browser based techniques: Shibboleth, SAML,
Microsoft Passport, IBM e-Community Single Sign-On and Liberty Alliance [52]. Their paper
looked specifically at the security and privacy issues relating to this technique of identity at-
tribute distribution. Following this evaluation, a set of design decisions are derived. In order
to provide security, they conclude that public key cryptography must be used, and attribute
destinationsmust be authenticated. In order to provide privacy, users must be able to utilise
flexible privacy policies, and requests should utilise server session data in order to withhold
browsing information to attribute providers. The use of multiple identity sources is noted as
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a key factor in privacy such that identity providers are only privy to information relating to
their identity area. This leads into user centric identity management which will be discussed
in the next section.
Siddiqi et al. detailed a framework in order to provision services in a global network [59].
Their framework utilises a centralised single sign-on system, such as Shibboleth or Liberty,
and includes an intrusion detection system. The intrusion detection system operates as a
middleware which validates identity operations. User phones are utilised as trusted devices
in the identification process, with their phone number being used as a unique identifier.
This system farms out identity to third parties, but still requires a central identity provider
to manage the system and operate the intrusion detection system. Outsourcing the identity
may be amajor flaw since lost phonesmean lack of access, and the requirement of being able
to transfer an identity to a new number may be a cause of complete digital identity theft.
Other mechanisms have also been developed to preserve anonymity. A mechanism for
subscription based access was developed by Ramzan & Ruhl [53]. They describe two meth-
ods to prove that a user holds a valid subscription to a service; however the particular sub-
scription cannot be determined. Both of the methods limit users to a certain number of
service accesses, and are not capable of providing a time based subscription. The idea was
developed by Backes et al. who utilised certified data release [5]. Their method maintains
unlinkability between sessions, but permits time based subscriptions. Further work on the
topic, where a token is used to authenticate on each access is provided by Blanton [9]. As
with [53], it is possible to prove the service subscription, maintaining the anonymity of the
subscription holder. A user may not even be identified between multiple requests in the
same session. The disadvantage of this system is the speed of the cryptography used, which
is slow on a desktop computer (»1.5 seconds) and unusable on mobile devices. Another
similar implementation uses controlled release of certified attributes to perform the same
functionality [5].
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3.3 User centric identitymanagement
User centric identity management first started to evolve due to the increasing demand of
users for privacy, and control over their digital identities. Unlike the two previous sections,
this evolution regards the way in which the architecture is implemented, rather than the
model that it follows. User centric identity is an iteration of IdPB IdM, rather than mov-
ing the authentication to another system component. As mentioned in Section 2.3, Miller
described the most important issues to be that of maintaining profile data and managing
authentication rather than that of privacy [46].
Essentially, user centric identity consists of openAPIs, such asOpenID [54], which permit
the user to choose her identity provider. A summary of the current state of the art is provided
by Johansen, Jørstad & van Thanh [37]. Due to the open nature of these APIs, services are
able to communicate with different identity providers. Hence, the user is back in control of
her profile. A major disadvantage is the lack of trust in the identity provider by the services.
One can argue that this is no different to the trust placed in the user, however this still leads
to limited benefit to the service provider.
OpenID is simply an authentication protocol, which is only part of identitymanagement.
Profile management is another major issue. Two different systems have been developed for
OpenID to this end: OpenID AX [33] (Attribute eXchange) and OpenID SReg 1 (Simple Reg-
istration). Both technologies attach themselves as payloads to the OpenID request and re-
sponse. AX is extensible with a list of global types2 given by an XRI3 whichmay be expanded
upon or even ignored by a particular implementation. SReg is made to bemuch simpler and
has a set of predefined types in the specification. However, the use of two competing meth-
ods just increases implementation complexity. Both systems are one way and permit the
transfer of profile data from the identity provider to the service. Identity providers cannot
correct, or request the removal of attributes after they have been passed.
Cross domain single sign-on systems which provide user centric identity are more prone
1http://openid.net/specs/openid-simple-registration-extension-1_0.html
2Previously http://axschema.org/, superseded by http://openid.net/schema/.
3eXtensible Resource Identifier, the generic form of what was originally a URL.
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to attacks due to the passing of data between different networks. An attack on OpenID is
described by Oh & Jin which is capable of gaining access to user accounts through the use
of replay attacks [50]. Although this particular attack is invalid on later versions of OpenID,
it raises the awareness that a larger set of security problems need to be considered in such
distributed implementations.
Authentication in these scenarios refers to users accessing services. A use case which has
not been considered is that of service A using service B on behalf of a user. This particular
problem is solved by theOAuth specification [3], which permits users to grant third party ser-
vices access to another service. By providing this functionality, users are no longer required
to give their authentication details of one service to another. This allows a user to withdraw
access to a single service, leaving their own authentication details and the access of all other
services unchanged. Despite the obvious merits of this system, service access authentica-
tion is not considered further in this thesis, as we are concerned only with user authentica-
tion and profilemanagement. OAuth is compatible with any other authentication technique
used for API access only, and is not a stand alone identity management solution.
The PRIME project was a European initiative to perform research into the future of iden-
titymanagement [16]. The projectwas summarised in twopapers, one describing the project
and its successes [45], the other describing the framework produced [26]. Its results were in
the areas of human computer interface, usability, privacy and security. In a paper relating
to the HCI aspects, Pettersson et al. describe a TownMap in order to manage identity at-
tributes [51]. This view permits users to see all their identity attributes and where they are
stored. The problem with this solution is the size that the map would need to be for most
users as the number of services they use is so great. Other enhancements suggested in this
paper concern terms of sharing attributes. Previous work by Agrawal & Srikant showed users
to be more willing to disclose information where privacy policies are in place [1]. It is sug-
gested that a simplified and full version of the terms is made available in order to simplify
a users understanding of what a particular attribute will be used for and for how long it will
be kept. The authors note that the terms should not be displayed until both (the full and
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abridged versions) are cached locally, so as not to put users off reading the full version. On a
mobile device, this may be futile due to the screen size. The true power of identity attribute
management is centralised management, as hinted by the TownMap idea, however no solu-
tion for centralised management is proposed in PRIME.
In the previous section, the use of an authority to certify user attributes was discussed,
namely in the form of the implementation of InfoCard. User centricity has not ignored this
area of certified information. A project developed under the name Higgins 1 provides a uni-
fied framework for InfoCards. This solution is often referred to as an Identity Meta System
since it operates above the identity attribute distribution (in this case the “cards” them-
selves). These systems are classified as user centric due to their ability to federate attributes
together rather than allowing the use of an open identity provider. Inherent problems occur
when card signatures are not trusted by services, but this is no worse than other user centric
implementations.
Autonomous sharing based on contexts was also introduced in the era of user centricity.
Hong& Landay developed a systemwhichwas capable of being toldwhich attributesmay be
shared and re-distributed [35]. This is a relevant topic in the world of social media. Trusted
nodes are used to notify the owner of any unauthorised distribution. This does not provide
any protection or revocation abilities post notification. Similar work was performed with
sharing files betweenmobile devices based on the current context by Hakkila & Kansala [32]
and by Kalyani & Adams using the XPref language [40].
In a similar area, Cheng et al. provide a solution for services to obtain user attributes [20].
Users are able to share information fully, partially (similar to [6]) or not at all with a service,
based on a particular reward for doing so. For example, sharing payment details permits
you to purchase an item, or sharing your email address enters you into a prize draw. By
assigning a purpose to the identity attributes, the work helps users understand why they
should provide certain attributes, developing the themes set out in PRIME.
Another approach taken by Yelmo, Trapero & Alamo is to link together different identity
1http://www.eclipse.org/higgins/
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providers [67]. Users maintain separate identities on multiple identity providers, however
users are able to combine identities together in order to share information between them,
similar to OAuth but for identity providers. Yelmo et al. utilise computer readable service
level agreements (SLAs) and SAML. Due to this it is possible for identity providers to ensure
that SLAs are followed by the SAML requests.
Themost recent development has beenmade byMozilla, who have created BrowserID 1.
This system utilises a user’s email address as authentication with the user managing their
authentication with their email provider separately. This is a similar solution to that posed
in [59] where amobile phone is utilised. However, unlikemobile phone numbers whichmay
be ported between providers, users have to re-create their profile each time they change
their e-mail address. This solution also only considers authentication, with profile storage
remaining the same as with SB systems.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we can see the development of identity has been driven from the perspec-
tive of the service provider and the identity provider. The service provider has driven de-
velopments in identity management due to necessity. In the absence of pre-built solutions,
services providers must provide unique solutions, all of which have their own specifications,
user requirements and flaws. Wheremultiple services are hosted by a single service provider,
a certain amount of unification may be utilised, however in the large scale environment of
the Internet, this is a rarity.
Unification of authentication has begun with large service providers with many users
creating APIs for other service providers to utilise the pre-existing userbase. Since there is
no service provider used by every user, this is ultimately futile. Instead, the development of
open APIs and user-centric identity management not only permits users of these different
services providers (where the API is supported) to authenticate, but users may setup their
1http://www.browserid.org
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own identity providers. Despite these advancements, backwards compatibility and profile
management is rarely considered.
The following chapter will consider the these areas in more detail, identifying the differ-
ent stakeholders in identity management and their unique requirements. A common sce-
nario is also introduced in order to develop the requirements in respect to an objective ex-
ample.
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To know what has to be done, then do it,
comprises the whole philosophy of practical life.
— Sir William Osier
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Wewill start our evaluation of identity management with the use of a generic method for
architecture evaluation. This will provide a baseline of what existing methods are capable of
providing in the way of evaluation.
4.1 Performing an ATAM evaluation
Previously (Section 2.4.1), the importance of trade-off analysis was highlighted for IdM ar-
chitectures. To determine the fitness of existing architectural evaluation an experiment was
carried out. A well known trade-off evaluation method known as “Architectural Trade-off
Analysis Method” or ATAM [41] was used. ATAM is designed to determine the risk points and
trade-off points in architectures. The process is intended to be performed by a group of ex-
perts in the areas to be evaluated, we use a controlled class room experiment to simulate the
process, applicability and meaningfulness of the metrics/method. Nine groups of Masters
students took part, each with four members enrolled in MSc Computer Security or MSc In-
ternet Software Systems. Students on these courses had the necessary preparation and the
solid background on distributed Internet scale software architecture, requirements, Internet
security and Software Engineering. Many come with some industrial experience in relevant
subjects. Students were taught ATAM as part of their course and were introduced to vari-
ous IdM architecture styles as part of a group project coursework with one month duration.
A jury of three security and software architect experts/academics were used to mentor the
process and evaluate the end results.
ATAM ismeant for use in business environments and therefore had to be adapted slightly
for this case study. The stages of ATAM are described as:
1. Present ATAM
2. Present Business Drivers
3. Present the Architecture
4. Identify Architectural Approaches
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5. Generate Quality Attribute Utility Tree
6. Analyse Architectural Approaches
7. Brainstorm and Prioritise Scenarios
8. Analyse Architectural Approaches
9. Present Results
Presenting ATAM is performed in order to ensure that all parties are aware of the proce-
dure that will take place and their expected contributions. The students were already famil-
iar with the procedure as part of their course. The remainder of this section will provide an
overview of ATAM for the reader.
Presenting the business drivers is the action of determining which particular elements
are especially important to the stakeholders. The issue with performing this stage is that the
stakeholders are numerous. The service provider has an obvious stake, but also their drivers
are well defined and well stated. A single business driver from the service providers’ point
of view causes a major issue, namely, the wish to please service users in order to gain and
maintain their use/custom. As such, the service users becomemajor stakeholders. However
at this point they are unknown, and have possibly conflicting drivers.
The approach taken to resolve this conflict was to instruct half of the group to take on
the role of the service provider, and the other half to present the drivers of the users. An
interesting aside to this technique being performed in the evaluation is to determine how
well this method of presenting user opinion works in ATAM.
Guidance on the areas to consider business drivers was given. The list is detailed below,
however it was made clear that business drivers did not need to be restricted to these areas.
• Ease of use. The objective of drivers in this area is to ensure that users spend less time
managing their identities and more time using the service. This should be considered
for registration, authentication andmaintainability.
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• Computational overhead. It is important to consider how much computational work
is required for both the end user and the service provider. If computational overhead
increases then a number of detrimental effects may be observed; mainly longer wait-
ing times and higher power usage. From the point of view of the service provider more
overhead on their systems requires more processing power, and therefore higher run-
ning costs. From the end-user’s perspective, long waiting times can cause frustration.
More importantly, on mobile devices, increased power requirements affects battery
life.
• Bandwidth. Similarly to computational overhead, higher bandwidth use results in
longer waiting times as the data is transferred. Obviously, this has more extreme ef-
fects on slower connections such as that on many mobile devices. Again, the use of
large amounts of data causes service providers higher costs for greater bandwidth and
generally mobile devices use more power.
• Privacy. An important driver for the end user is privacy. However, from a service
provider’s point of view privacy is important for a number of reasons. Firstly, from
a legal perspective, service providers are required tomaintain a certain level of privacy
for data acquired by them about users. Secondly, service providersmay want to ensure
that user data is not obtained by third parties, especially competing services. Finally,
trust in a service is a major usage factor, therefore ensuring privacy of user data in-
creases the likelihood of gaining andmaintaining a large user base.
• Security. Often used synonymously to privacy, security has a number of distinct differ-
ences. Ensuring that the use of an account is solely provided to the account owner is
a security issue. This is not a privacy issue if no profile data is available when access
to an account is granted. The need for security on both the side of the user and that of
the service provider is, however, identical to that of privacy.
• Availability. The availability of profile attributes to users is important when attempting
to share attributes between services. Given a high enough availability, users are not re-
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quired to re-enter profile attributes which, in turn, increases usability. From the point
of view of the service provider this is less appealing due to the inherent privacy issues,
althoughmotives come in the form of higher rates of user attribute acquisition (due to
the ease of data input) and the possibility of greater numbers of users due to ease of
IdM.
• Freshness. The freshness of profile attributes is usually directly correlated to the ease
of profile management. A number of identity attributes are constantly being modi-
fied, while others are modified rarely, and certain attributes may be static. Examples
of these are: credit card details changing on their expiry date (every few years), home
address changing when moving house (fairly infrequent) and name changing when
married (usually very infrequent). If a service is rarely used, these attributes may be
out of date and cause issues, such as refused payment. For the service provider, keep-
ing these attributes up to date is beneficial for marketing purposes and reducing the
administration overhead of failed orders or similar problems. For the user, freshness
of attributes is helpful, but also introduces privacy issues, hence it should be carefully
considered.
• Speed. When a user performs an action within a service, if that action requires the use
of an identity attribute then that must be retrieved. Again, a usability issue as different
methods of storing and retrieving identity attributes can severely reduce the response
time of a service.
Stages three and four (presenting the architecture and identifying architecture approaches)
were presented to the groups together, making these constants in the study. As each of these
stages is described, the information provided to the students will also be given.
The architecture for the online store was described to the students at a high level, and
they were given the opportunity to clarify questions they had about it. An overview of this
explanation is given in Figure 4.1. To reinforce their understanding of the architecture they
were requested to produce a UML representation of the architecture.
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Consider a newOnline Bargains Shop (OBS). Retailers and wholesalers can subscribe to OBS
to advertise for their online products, promotional deals, updates on their offerings etc. On-
line Buyers over the age of 18 can sign up to OBS to browse offerings, searching for products,
retailers, wholesalers and deals, bid for products, rank and review products, rank retailers
and wholesalers, share and discuss reviews, place order(s), pay for order(s), track a delivery
etc. OBS can also provide recommendations to the buyers based on reviews, budget, pref-
erence information, patterns of use etc. Subscriptions and payments are handled online by
a third party consortium. OBS uses the buyers’ profiles to disseminate advertisements and
promotional offers on their site and by e-mail. One critical security requirement of OBS is
managing the identity of users and their profiles (e.g. personal data, credit card details, pref-
erence and lifestyle information). If such data is maliciously accessed, disclosed, leaked, or
manipulated, it could breach confidentiality and data protection acts. OBS needs to adopt
sensible IdM sub architecture, which will be a central element of the OBS architecture.
Figure 4.1: Brief given to students for a system architecture to evaluate identitymanagement
solutions.
As mentioned in the brief, the IdM sub-architecture needs to be chosen for the situation.
It is this area that is considered in this evaluation. Two architectures, one SB and one IdPB
were given to the students to evaluate. Students were instructed to utilise OpenID as their
IdPB implementation. This is a well documented and widely available implementation, and
therefore was easiest for students to understand and study.
The students were requested to model the two implementations in UML, further con-
creting their understanding of them. This will also aid in the discovery of communication
and processing requirements of the interacting entities within each architecture.
At this stage the groups were asked to perform the final stages of the ATAM evaluation.
The second analysis stage proposed in ATAM is used to incorporate the views of stakehold-
ers. The mentor/jury team had acted as the external stakeholders. Other external sources of
input included expert views from relevant e-mail lists and ongoing projects on IdM.
Following their evaluation, the results were collected in order to determine whether an
applicable and useful evaluation had been performed. The results are presented below.
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4.2 ATAMEvaluation Results
The utility trees generate a list of specific scenarios under a list of specific qualities expected
of the system. The high-level qualities were determined to be: Performance, Security, Us-
ability, Privacy, Ease of Development and Availability; although not all groups derived all of
these qualities. It is important to note that the groups specifically focused on the security
and privacy aspects of financial data being processed in the scenario, and justified their use
of security as a high level quality for this reason: “security and privacy are essential for online
shopping systems as we have to deal with financial data”.
Qualities were further refined to more specific qualities, such as “personal data is kept
secure”, “good authentication”, “data confidentiality”, “data integrity”, “easy authentication”,
“easy profilemanagement”, “updates and support are easy in the future”, “transaction through-
put”. As the final part of the utility tree these qualities were transformed into a number of
scenarios which may be tested and evaluated.
These scenarios took three different forms: specific hard requirements (“response sent
in less than 5ms”), vague implementation requirements (“authentication credentials are en-
crypted”) or general statements (“profile easy to update”). At this point it becomes clear that
deriving scenarios for IdM trade off analysis is a difficult subject. Additionally, measuring
them in order to make a comparison becomes a simple matter of judgement. One group
concluded that OpenID was “the weakest in terms of security and privacy because users use
only one login [...] for all services”. This misunderstanding of the purpose of single sign-on
demonstrates one of the problems of expert judgement evaluation techniques which do not
require strict metrics.
Each scenario was analysed by the groups to determine the risk and assign an impor-
tance value to each scenario in the form of low, medium or high. This information will be
of use later when deriving the key trade-off points. In this manner, scenarios formed four
non-exclusive sets: risk, non-risk, sensitivity points and trade-offs. Risk points determined
were: “Identity provider tracking user access”, “User loses their password”, “User loses their
device”, “Implementation of service based architecture is costly”. Groups determined the
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non-risk points as a set of statements with regards to all identity architectures providing
identity functions. Although this should be obvious, it is useful to remember this point when
performing evaluation.
Sensitivity and trade-off points are generated in a similar way to the risk and non-risk
points. The sensitivity points describe the interplay of architectural components, these link
quality attributes to design decisions. Groups derived the following points:
• Privacy is sensitive to the location of authentication and credential data storage,
• Performance is sensitive to the amount of authenticationdata that is exchanged among
entities,
• Cost is sensitive to the implementation and integration effort required,
• Data security is sensitive to where authentication data is stored,
• Usability is sensitive to the effort required by the user to go through the authentication
process,
• Usability is sensitive to how easy it is to remember authentication credentials,
• Security is sensitive to the mechanism used in the system,
• Data protection is sensitive to the standards that are followed by the system.
Similarly, trade-off points were derived to be:
• Increasing encryptionwill improve the security level, butwill increase processing time,
• The use of IdPB IdMwill affect user privacy,
• Use of SB architecture is familiar to users, making it easier to use.
The last of these contradicts the evolution of IdM systems and provides justification for re-
search into IdM.
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The final step performed was the combination of these different areas of evaluation to
conclude the appropriate identity architecture for the system. Since the purpose of this study
was to determine the trade-off points andmethods of measuring them, these are irrelevant.
The ATAM process is useful for the derivation of very specific scenarios; however an ade-
quate coverage of all areas for consideration is unlikely, even for expert analysis. This is due
to the extensive range of areas which need to be considered. The key areas identified for
evaluation were:
• Performance,
• Usability,
• Profile freshness and availability,
• Development,
• Security,
• Privacy.
A noticeable problemwith the evaluations was the high level of subjectivity and results tend
to be limited to the views of the participants.
From these results it is possible to derive some additional evaluation aspects above those
produced in Section 5.1. However, the lack of specific expertise in all areas has caused the
results to be spurious and contradictory. This needs to be accounted for when utilising this
method for evaluation in general, and will be considered in the creation of a combined eval-
uation approach in the following section.
4.3 Conclusion
The study derived a number of metrics for the evaluation of IdM architectures. Out of the
six groups that took part in the study, three chose OpenID and three chose the service based
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approach. Although this is a small group, this 50-50 split shows a distinct issue with the
generic approach. There is no preference toward either of the architecture types for a given
scenario.
The problems utilising ATAM motivates us to determine a new method of evaluation,
specifically designed for identity management research. In order to produce a methodology
which is suitable, distinct metrics need to be found, which are able of capturing all aspects
of identity management. The measurement of these metrics also needs to be systematic in
order to provide deterministic results, independent of the evaluator.
One of the reasons for ATAM failing to provide a distinct result, is the lack of, or differ-
ent interpretations of system requirements. A new methodology which does not operate on
the requirements of a specific scenario, not only removes bias from the evaluation, but also
makes it reusable. Once the evaluation has been performed, the trade-offs between met-
rics may be evaluated against the design decisions, in order to determine the most suitable
architecture.
ATAM also fails to provide any pointers as to how certain properties change, with chang-
ing architectures. Having this feature allows engineers to perform educatedmodifications to
identity management architectures, evolving new architectures which give rise to different
qualities.
The discussion abovemotivates us to look for a bettermethodof evaluating identityman-
agement, and its wide range of qualities. In the following chapter, we will look at existing
research into identity management specific evaluation techniques, in order to derive a new
systematic evaluation approach. The evaluation performed in this chapter was performed at
a relatively low level. In the remainder of this thesis, evaluationwill be aimed at providing re-
sults at a higher level. This is to permit the evaluation of identity management architectures
before the design stage. Therefore, metrics such as ease of development are not applicable
as the method of implementation is unlikely to have been determined.
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I often say that when you can measure what you
are speaking about, and express it in numbers,
you know something about it; but when you can
not measure it, when you cannot express it in
numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and
unsatisfactory kind
— Lord Kelvin
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It is evident from the work described in Chapter 3 that development of identity man-
agement (IdM) has been far from static over the past decade. Many solutions have been pro-
posed formany different issues. The driving force for these improvements are from the com-
mercial perspective, attempting to simplify user and access management, although there
have been some developments have been made with the aim to develop user privacy and
ease, and address the problem of ever increasing authentication details and distributed pro-
files. The main focus in previous research has been toward developing privacy, such as the
recent work of Suriadi [63]. This work develops the idea of federated IdM, bringing user-
centric ideas to the profile.
From the perspective of a software engineer, this field has seen little development. Quite
clearly research has taken place to determine important factors in IdM. Glässer & Vajihollahi
define most of these concepts in [28]. However, a review of these areas including determin-
ing the trade-offs between requirements has yet to be performed. As discussed in Chapter
4, generic evaluation methods are lacking when it comes to evaluation of identity manage-
ment. In this chapter, we attempt to develop a better identitymanagement specificmethod-
ology. As with all architectures, trade-offs are a major factor in selection of an appropriate
solution. Additionally, it may be argued that such trade-offs may be used to determine the
focus of further developments in the areas.
In this chapter a systematic review of existing IdM architectures and frameworks is per-
formed in order to identify themetrics andmethodologies used. By performing this analysis,
a full picture of the field of IdM will be built.
Combining observations from the classroom experiment performed in Chapter 4 and
those from the review of existing literature, a methodology for evaluating IdM architectures
with a set of metrics is described. In order to evaluate the methodology and metrics they
are used to re-evaluate the identity architectures in the classroom experiment. By following
the method provided in this chapter, evaluation of IdM becomes a more objective process.
In turn, IdM researchers are able to determine areas where improvements may yet be made.
Trade-off analysis and expert knowledge is included in the framework by combining existing
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evaluation methods.
5.1 Systematic reviewof existing identitymanagement archi-
tectures
The systematic literature review was motivated by the lack of specific guidance on metrics
and criteria which security software architects require upon evaluating IdM architectures.
In particular, the systematic review seeks to provide answers to the following research ques-
tions: (1a) What are the requirements of an identity management architecture? (1b) Which
metrics need to be evaluated?
5.1.1 Researchmethod
Compiling this body of work, very little in the way of architectural evaluation for identity
management was noted. To ensure this was due to a lack of work, rather than a lack of dis-
covery, a systematic review is required. A methodology for systematic review is presented
by Kitchenham [43]. This is a repeatable process for locating past research in a particular
area (in this case IdM architectures and frameworks). In order to perform this review the
following steps are observed:
1. Plan
The objectives of the research are laid out and the sources are determined.
2. Search
Criteria need to be described in order to locate the papers.
3. Filter
Exclusion criteria need to be defined to refine the search results.
4. Collate
Once the papers have been chosen, the information contained needs to be collated
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into a form which is suitable for evaluation.
1. Plan
The objective of research was laid out in the chapter introduction. Papers relating to the
evaluation of identity management architectures/frameworks are of interest. Specifically,
we are looking for work which is providing methods or metrics where evaluation may be
performed. The key evaluation areas and techniques for evaluating these areas are of interest
in order to develop an encompassing trade-off analysis method.
2. Search
Work in the area of IdM is often performed in industry. However, the work performed
in this area is generally geared toward solving a specific issue, or is not publicly available
in great enough detail to warrant inclusion in a generic Internet search. Instead, the use of
digital libraries of scientific work is the only reliable source of in-depth descriptions of ar-
chitectural evaluation. Due to the nature of this work, an assumption is made that written
literature (books) will not contain any significant additional research that has not been pre-
viously published in a scientific journal or paper. Therefore the search is limited to a number
of electronic databases.
The databases chosen for this review are as follows:
• ACMDigital Library1 (http://dl.acm.org/)
• IEEE Xplore (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/guesthome.jsp)
• SpringerLink ¤2 (http://springerlink.com/)
• ScienceDirect - Elsevier † (http://www.sciencedirect.com/)
1This search has the option to include more than the ACM library; this option is not used so as to remove
the possibility of duplicate entries.
¤Springer does not allow you to view more than 500 search results; as such only the first 500 results in the
engineering and computer science sections (sorted by relevance) were considered.
2Only papers in the areas of engineering and computer science were included.
†ScienceDirect does not allow you to view more than 1000 search results; as such only the first 1000 (sorted
by relevance) were considered.
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These databases were chosen due to the general high impact of their publications in the
area of software engineering. The search criteria utilised was “identity management archi-
tecture evaluation”. The terms “identity management” and “evaluation” are obvious for the
goal of this review. The use of “architecture” in the search criteria is to ensure that the evalu-
ation is being made from a high-level software engineering perspective.
3. Filter
The filter stage contains a number of steps to remove false positives from the search re-
sults. These are as follows:
• Title sift Due to the nature of the search engines, the terms identity and management
are not considered a phrase, and equally architecture may refer to an architecture util-
ising IdM rather than an IdM architecture. It is possible to remove these by removing
any titles which do not reference IdM and those which are referring to architectures
other than those of IdM. For evaluation the terms “taxonomy” and “requirements” in
titles were hint at techniques within, and are therefore included. From the perspective
of IdM, the terms “trust”, “access control” and “attributes” were considered substitutes
and therefore also passed.
• Abstract sift Often titles do not contain enough information to make a decision upon
inclusion or exclusion, and therefore must be studied in greater detail. The same cri-
teria used in the title search is used again, however over the more descriptive abstract.
• Full text sift Again, abstracts may not provide enough detail to ensure that the evalu-
ation directly relates to the IdM architecture. By reading the full text it is possible to
determine the extent of which the paper refers to the search criterion.
4. Collate
The different approaches in the papers identified will be combined to create a complete
evaluation method for IdM. Areas that are not considered by the papers are given consider-
ation. However, these should be given a specific area literature review in the future in order
to ensure no papers have been omitted by the generic search.
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5.1.2 Execution of search
The search was performed as stated. At this stage a vast number of papers were returned,
leading to the conclusion that the search terms could most likely be refined further. The
following comments have been recorded in order to aid refinement in future reviews. These
comments describe the reasoning behind many of the false positives returned in the search
results for each stage of the search process.
• False positives at title sift: A number of IdM mechanisms were returned, rather than
evaluation of them. Cryptographic evaluation of IdM schemes has been performed,
this was not of interest as we are working on architectural evaluation. A number of
papers performed evaluation of IdM policies. Finally, non-end user IdM (such as key
management) papers were also returned.
• False positives at abstract sift: Many of the titles hinted at an evaluation. However
this was generally not the case when it came to reading the abstracts and instead the
contributions were in a different area.
• False positives at full text sift: Some abstracts were too short to determine whether
evaluation techniques were provided supplementary to the core contribution. Other
papers performed evaluation, but in amanner that did not lend itself to be reproduced
in other circumstances.
The ACM Digital Library returned 3906 results in total, refined to 20 after a title sift, 10
after an abstract sift and 3 after a full text sift. IEEE Xplore was muchmore succinct with the
search results, returning just 29. Thismay indicate a better search process or perhaps amore
lossy one. A title sift over these results returned three papers of interest, which maintained
their interest through the abstract sift. One of these papers was removed by the fulltext sift,
leaving two relevant articles. SpringerLink returned 7406 results, but only the first 500 could
be viewed due to restrictions of the search database. Categorisation allowed the first 500 of
the Computer Science and Engineering sections to be evaluated, and of these 18 passed the
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Results Titles viewed Title Sift Abstract Sift Text Sift
ACM 3906 3906 20 10 3
IEEE 29 29 3 3 2
Springer 7406 500Å500 18 3 0
Elsevier 8700 1000 5 2 0
Total 20041 5935 46 18 5
Table 5.1: Summary of systematic literature review results
title sift, 3 the abstract sift and none passed the full text sift. ScienceDirect returned 8700
results but, similarly to Springer, only the first 1000 results were made available. Of these
results, 5 passed the title sift, 2 passed the abstract sift and none were selected after the full
text sift. This is summarised in Table 5.1. The five papers left after the full text sift are detailed
in the following results section.
5.1.3 Results
Of the 20,000+ papers considered by this search, just five are pertinent to the metrics and
methodologies for evaluating identity management. All of which have a very specific focus,
rather than taking a holistic view. This lack of directed research is unsurprising due to the
focus by funding bodies (e.g. EPSRC, EU, NSF) to motivate research in the area of identity
management.
Let us now consider the five papers which were returned. Barisch defines usage sce-
narios, based on the assumption that users utilise multiple devices for accessing Internet
services, and from these derives requirements specifically for authentication [7]. Haidar &
Abdullah also perform their evaluation on authentication also [31]. This evaluation is from
the perspective of organisations rather than the end user. Pfitzmann & Waidner specifically
evaluate privacy for user profile attribute exchange (i.e. user profile data being passed be-
tween services and/or an identity provider) [52]. Finally, Suriadi, Foo & Du suggest a meta-
framework for IdM systems [62]. This system’s proposed purpose is deriving a model where
multiple IdM systems may co-exist. They provide a number of metrics to evaluate these
meta-frameworks, of which most are applicable to evaluation of any IdM system.
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The requirements and metrics in these papers may be compiled into groupings. These
are shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
Schell et al. identify a number of system components and utilise them to describe the dis-
tribution of functionality and data within a system [58]. We show this in Section 5.2, where
system diagrams are created, marking components with letters assigned to their role. They
define the performance metric to be the delay imposed by the system containing the “en-
forcement” component. It is also proposed that use of a simulation framework “OMNeT++”
may be used to model the effect of failed components (either by making wrong decisions or
going offline) on an identity architecture.
These results will be used in order to derive a more complete evaluation method in Sec-
tions 5.2 and 5.3. First, let us reconsider the work of Schell et al. and perform a high level
analysis of two IdM architectures, SB and IdPB (specifically, the OpenID implementation).
5.2 High level modelling of identity architectures
The first stage to IdM analysis is the derivation of the architectural primitives in the IdM
schemes to be evaluated. This is widely missed by existing IdM evaluations and is capable of
describing the component based differences between identity architectures, hence provid-
ing reasoning behind many of the exhibited properties.
Schell et al. [58] provide a method for this evaluation through the use of six architec-
tural components which are distributed within the system. Those components consist of
Client, Enforcement provider, Authentication provider, Authorisation provider and Provision-
ing provider.
The model produced by Schell et al. is not directly applicable to certain architectures
where multiple systems share a single component - for example, if threshold security were
to be utilised [42]. In this particular case Attribute storage is distributed between systems;
singly they do not provide useful information. In order to accommodate these, we propose
adding links between stores and components.
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[7] [31] [62] [52]
Authentication user simplicity
Usability
p
Common interface
p
Users should be able to understand the ac-
tions required of them
p
Mental and physical actions are tolerable even
if performed repeatedly
p
A common façade to handle operations re-
gardless of the data source
p
Authentication availability
Remote activation
p
Task distribution
p
Scalability of IdM architecture
p
Credentials may be retrieved by parties re-
quiring them
p
A specific method should not be imposed to
handle users’ credentials
p
Authentication privacy
Minimise leakage through URLs
p
Authentication security
Capture device characteristics
p
Discovery of devices
p
Secure exchange
p
Establish security associations
p
Table 5.2: Table of groupings to requirements or metrics for authentication from the system-
atic literature review.
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[7] [31] [62] [52]
Profile availability
Distributed data handling
p
A consistent representation of identity infor-
mation is supplied regardless of the origin
p
Accept token requests in a number of different
protocols
p
Various token types may be generated
p
Profile security
Secure exchange
p
Authenticate destination site
p
Permit the use of public-key cryptography
p
Profile privacy
Policy information
p
Flexible privacy policy
p
Hide wallet address
p
Allow unknown attribute issuers
p
Clear information about personally identifi-
able information used, provided and the re-
lated privacy policies
p
Must be able to handle service, identity
provider and user privacy policy expressions
p
Should be able to understand service, identity
provider and user privacy policy expressions
in multiple formats
p
Profile freshness
Real-time release
p
Query wallet holder
p
Table 5.3: Table of groupings to requirements ormetrics for user profiles from the systematic
literature review.
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The Client is fairly self explanatory as a component. By modelling the user as a compo-
nent within the system their interaction must be defined. Users interact through devices,
which consist of mobile phones, laptop and desktop computers and even televisions. The
user provides the overall authentication, providing all identity attributes, either directly or
indirectly. The purpose of the Client component is to describe where the end user inter-
acts with the system. Their device may also provide additional functionalities and and is
therefore modelled as a system. For example, the device may be able to store authentication
credentials which were either entered by the user, or generated on behalf of the user.
An Enforcement provider operates in order to restrict access to a component. It gauges
the user’s current abilities, and requests authentication for the particular system that it is
protecting. It utilises the Authentication provider and Authorisation provider to determine
whether access should be granted. As such, this component’s trust is limited to the attributes
bestowed upon it, and it has no access to other parts of the user identity.
TheAuthentication provider verifies the identity of the accessingClient in order to ensure
that it is the same as the one that created the identity. There are many methods utilised to
perform this. The traditional method is a username and password combination.
Workingwith theAuthentication provider, anAuthorisation provider determineswhether
an identity is permitted access to a Service. The role is similar to that of the Enforcement
provider which determines which resources need their access restricting. However its task is
to confirm that the identity is permitted to have access.
The Provisioning provider exists in order to create a new identity. Depending on the IdM
architecture, this may be ad-hoc, require certain pre-requisites or be executed by system
administrators.
An extension to the original scheme is the addition of the Service component. This pro-
vides the content that the Client was attempting to access before they entered the authenti-
cation process. We add this component so that it is clear where it resides in the architecture.
Three stores are also required, the Attribute store, theCredential store and the Policy store.
The Attribute store is where a user’s profile resides. Depending on the architecture, there
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may be a single store, or multiple decentralised stores. These may be indexed centrally,
meaning that it is distributed over a number of different types of system.
A Credential store keeps track of the credentials needed to verify that the user has ac-
cess to the service. The credentials may vary between architectures. However they must be
verified against this store in order to ensure that they are registered to a particular identity.
If different authentication policies exist (for example, in role-based authentication or
where different subscription levels are available) a Policy store maintains the relation be-
tween identities and their abilities. A policy store needs to be located on a system that is
trusted by the Service, otherwise its role may not be trusted.
Finally, a pseudo-component needs to be introduced into the architecture; this is the
Trust component. This component relates to the Credential store, Attribute store and Au-
thentication provider. If the system which contains one of these components is trusted with
the contents or ability of this component, this is identified by a T within the component.
In certain cases, a system may hold information or abilities, but without collaboration with
another it is unable to make use of them. This is the situation where a non-trusted system
is provided with these abilities. Identifying this component lets us explore alternative archi-
tectures by removing trust from systems which traditionally hold it. There are a number of
benefits to be obtained by making this abstraction, such as creating a system which has the
role of simply providing Trust.
The suggested graphical representation for the components decribed above is shown in
Figure 5.1.
This initial evaluation provides an overview of high-level differences between architec-
tures. It may be linked to the results of further analysis to assist in future developments
and selection of an appropriate identity architecture. A more objective analysis allows us
to derive meaning from the high-level architecture, and therefore postulate improvements.
These improvementsmay be used to develop new IdM systems, as demonstrated in Chapter
7. These, in turn, may be evaluated in the same way to verify whether they have contributed
to an improvement.
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Figure 5.1: Key for high-level architecture evaluation
Documenting this evaluation in graphical form, systems are represented as boxes with
dashed lines containing the components which they implement within. Components are
shown as either boxes or cylinders, as noted above. Where components are fulfilled bymulti-
ple systems they should be linked by a double arrow. This simple overview allows, withmini-
mal description, a comparison betweenmultiple identity architectures and a quick overview
of the architectures.
5.2.1 Evaluating by example
Throughout this chapter we will be utilising the example in Chapter 2 as a base for evalu-
ation. Two identity architectures will be used. One is a traditional service based (SB) ap-
proach, where the service performs all of the identity management functionality. The other
is the identity provider based (IdPB) approach, sometimes known as single sign-on. This
utilises an external system (the identity provider) to perform authentication.
The model explained above was utilised for analysis of both SB, shown in Figure 5.2, and
IdPB, shown in Figure 5.3. These figures show the high level overviews of the two architec-
tures based on the four distinct components and the two types of attributes described in Sec-
tion 5.2. As is visible in these figures, the SB architecture combines all of the identity entities
into the service, whereas the identity provider and trust are outsourced in the IdPB model,
taking with them the credentials. It is worth noting, that although the identity provider and
trusted entity are separate, they may still exist within the same service provider. This situa-
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Figure 5.2: Framework model for service
based identity management
Figure 5.3: Frameworkmodel for OpenID
identity management
tion may lead to a combined trusted entity for the service and identity provider. This may
vary the level of trust placed in this entity by the user.
5.3 Metrics for identity architectures
For a more detailed analysis, a set of quantitative and qualitative metrics are needed. ATAM
(used in Chapter 4) requires the use of expert judgement to assess the trade-off between dif-
ferent factors utilising a set of domain specific metrics. Instead, the results from the ATAM
evaluation performed, existing metrics defined in the papers identified in the systematic lit-
erature review, and the observations made within Chapter 3 are combined in this section
to derive a set of metrics for the IdM domain. Dependent on the situation, both qualitative
and quantitative metrics are utilised. Where quantitative metrics are available, they may be
skewed by implementation issues and therefore a qualitative metric is also provided. Quan-
titative metrics are also difficult or impossible to evaluate before system implementation,
whereas qualitative ones permit early evaluation. Other cases exist where quantitative mea-
surements are simply not possible, such as interface design. The evaluation criteria are split
into those for authentication and those regarding the user attributes (profile).
Saaty proposed a similar framework for making decisions (AHP) [56]. His work assigned
weight based on the importance of one objective over another, as will be observed in the fol-
lowing definitions on a per-metric level. Saaty produced a single score over all of the areas
considered. Instead, a trade-off evaluation of the results is utilised, discarding the combin-
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ing of results. For this reason, the normalisation against the maximum score gained in that
area proposed is discarded. Instead, normalisation is performed against themaximum score
possible in an area, taking into account impossible combinations.
To capture the features of IdMarchitectures, onemust ensure that the evaluationmethod
is capable of assessing architectures with variability points. IdM architectures may have a
number of features which depend on the specific implementation, or on the other systems
with which they are interacting. This is especially true in the case of user centric IdM, where
open APIs permit numerous implementations to interact. Therefore it is important to note
both the minimum standard provided by an IdM architecture (commonality) and the maxi-
mum possible within that architecture (variability). This is not part of AHP or ATAM, but will
be a key feature of the methodology presented below.
The groupings provided in Section 5.1 will form the basis of the metrics. However, these
groupings still do not give a complete picture of the areaswhichmust be evaluated. There are
certain aspects of some groupings that have been ignored and also some groupings that have
not been considered. Schell et al [58] note that performance should be evaluated, and utilise
their own tool for this evaluation. The use of bandwidth also needs to be considered due to
the limitations of mobile devices [4]. Speed of profile access also needs to be measured to
ensure that the response time is tolerable for users.
As a final note before compiling the list of metrics, two further areas which have yet to
be mentioned should be considered. First, profile authenticity has not been included as an
area of study in the past. The ability to have verifiable attributes or not is a binary decision,
and therefore only needs to be considered when providing a full trade-off analysis. Second,
the speed of profile attribute access - this is partially covered by the performance analysis
mentioned previously. However past work focused on authentication speed rather than the
time to obtain profile attributes.
Metric scoring
The metrics are made up of a number of features, for example, a1, a2, b2, a3, b3 and
c3. The features are grouped into those which are comparable; here there are three groups,
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where b2 È a2 and c3 È b3 È a3. Each feature is given a score, similar to AHP. The better the
feature that it relates to, the higher the score allocated. Unlike AHP, each feature defaults to
a score of 1. If a feature supersedes another feature in the same metric the score is higher.
In the example above, b2 and b3 are given scores of 2, as they are better than a2 and a3
respectively; c3 is given a score of 3, as it is better than b2. The ranking is derived from this
definition, meaning that the numeric value does not indicate howmuch better one feature is
over another. It merely shows that feature A is an improvement over feature B. Eachmetric is
then normalised to provide a value which is easily compared during the trade-off stage. The
maximum score is not simply an addition of all the scores, as higher values may supersede
lower ones, making them irrelevant. Therefore the maximum score for each metric is the
sum of the “best” features scores. In the example this is the sum of the scores allocated to a1
(1), b2 (2) and c3 (3), meaning, in this case, the maximum score would be 6. Some metrics
may be better, but also compatible, meaning that the maximumwould be higher.
The remainder of this section is split into two parts: Authentication and Profile. These
subsections contain a list of all metrics identified, and how theymay bemeasured. Each area
to be evaluated will be given a score: these are for comparisonwith the samemetric on other
architectures and should not be totalled. This is the basis of the IdM trade-off evaluation.
To ensure that the scale in each area does not skew the results, they are scaled to score a
maximum of 10 points in each. A number of metrics are inverse (the higher the score the
worse their performance), these should have their normalised result subtracted from 10.
5.3.1 Authentication
Authentication user simplicity
The number of services used has dramatically increased as the Internet has become more
pervasive and with the development of mash-ups [48]. This has given rise to most of the
latest developments in IdM, therefore measuring the impact the architecture has on user
simplicity is important. Haidar & Abdullah state: “The number of separate identities that a
user has tomanage has a substantial impact on usability in several major ways” [31]; they go
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on to state that usability is directly proportional to the number of security domains. Addi-
tionally, Suriadi, Foo & Du have a number of usability points.
Metric Group Score
a User can use a single set of credentials for all services i 1
b Common user interface on all services (providing it may
be used onmultiple services)
ii 1
c Authentication credentials are remembered between ses-
sions
iii 1
d No authentication credentials need to be provided by the
user (mutually exclusive to c)
iii 2
Maximum score: 4.
Authentication computational overhead
The use of mobile devices makes the use of complex cryptography very costly. The work of
Schell et al ([58]) and the results of the ATAM evaluation point to this metric being required
for evaluation of the authentication scheme. This particular metric is a inverse, because the
more cryptography that is used, the worse the overhead and should be given the value of 10
minus the normalised result. A reliable quantitative measure may be made by measuring
the time required to execute the different authentication protocols on different devices and
averaging the result. However, it is beneficial to be able to perform a rough guideline test
by evaluating the types of cryptography used. The values given are based on an estimation
of the time needed to perform the tasks required for those functions relative to others. The
result is simply for indication as the number and regularity of computation is not taken into
account until the quantitative evaluation.
Metric Group Score
a Proof of knowledge calculations used i 3
b Use of asymmetric encryption i 3
c Use of asymmetric signatures i 2
d Use of symmetric encryption i 1
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Maximum score: 9. This metric is inverse and should have its normalised value sub-
tracted from 10.
Authentication bandwidth
Similar to computational power, mobile devices often have limited bandwidth, causing slow
operation. Again, this may bemeasured quantitatively by the size of incoming and outgoing
data. As above, a qualitative metric is also supplied in order to provide a guideline at the
architectural level. The result of this metric requires inverting in the same manner as it is a
negative metric.
Metric Group Score
a Every request requires communication between the de-
vice and the identity provider
i 1
b Every request requires communication between the de-
vice and another service
ii 1
c Authentication requires communication between the de-
vice and the identity provider
iii 1
d Authentication requires communication between the de-
vice and another service
iv 1
e Registration requires communication between the device
and another service
v 1
Maximum score: 5. This metric is inverse and should have its normalised value sub-
tracted from 10.
Authentication availability
Availability is mentioned in three out of the four papers with requirements for authentica-
tion ([7, 31, 62]). There is some overlap when converting these requirements to measurable
architectural functionality, the result is the following list.
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Metric Group Score
a Multiple identity providers may be used i 1
b Multiple devices may be used to authenticate with the
identity provider
ii 1
c Authentication may be passed between devices within a
session
iii 1
d Multiple authentication protocols are supported iv 1
Maximum score: 4.
Authentication privacy
A key role of IdM is to provide users with privacy. The metric determines architectures with
components which have higher regard for user privacy. Only Pfitzmann & Waidner made
considerations for privacy in authentication [52]. Their work described the requirement
for minimising leakage of information through URLs. Through generalisation, and draw-
ing from the results of the ATAM evaluation, the following five functionalities may be deter-
mined:
Metric Group Score
a Personally identifiable information is not visible to ser-
vice provider
i 1
b Personally identifiable information is not visible to iden-
tity provider
ii 1
c Service provider usage information is not visible to the
identity provider
iii 1
d Users have the option to be anonymous to the service
provider
iv 1
e Users have the option to restrict service providers from
linking visits
v 1
Maximum score: 5.
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Authentication security
An obvious quality of an authentication scheme is its security. The security of the protocol
is assumed, as this is a topic for more in-depth analysis than an architectural evaluation.
Instead this metric focuses on security that is provided based on the protocol. Therefore, it
gives high scores to architectures which have less components which are able to circumvent
authenticity of the user. Barish motivates the need for secure exchange and security asso-
ciations [7]. These are extended with a some additional security features to provide the list
below.
Metric Group Score
a The identity provider is unable to authenticate as the user i 1
b Authentication alerts the user through a secondary com-
munication channel
ii 1
c Authentication credentials are encrypted during trans-
mission
ii 2
d End-points of authentication transmissions are verified ii 2
e High-entropy keys are used for authentication ii 2
Maximum score: 8.
5.3.2 Profile
Profile availability
With a large number of services, re-entering and maintaining a distributed profile becomes
difficult. It is preferable to distribute andmaintain profile data from a central location. Mea-
suring this at the architectural level consists of determining howmany different components
are capable of storing and distributing identity attributes.
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Metric Group Score
a Consistent identity attribute storage and retrieval i 1
b Support multiple protocols for identity attribute request ii 1
c Supportmultiple protocols for identity attribute response iii 1
d Identity attributes may be stored on a device iv 1
e Identity attributes may be stored at the identity provider iv 1
f Identity attributes may be exchanged between services v 2
g Identity attributes may be exchanged between devices v 1
Maximum score: 8.
Profile security
If profile data ismade available tomultiple systems, it is important that access to it is limited.
The security of the profile is dependent on the components which are permitted access to it,
assuming that the underlying protocol is secure.
Metric Group Score
a The identity provider is unable to read identity attributes i 1
b Identity attributes are encrypted during transmission i 2
c Identity attributes are encrypted in their storage location i 2
d Verification of destination site is used (for example, PKI) ii 1
Maximum score: 6.
Profile privacy
Similarly to the authentication privacy, it is important to ensure that as little information as
possible may be inferred through the profile distribution. Therefore, this metric measures
what data is made available, when a service is permitted access to any given attribute. Ar-
chitectures which make use of protocols that are able to express properties about profile
attributes without releasing the data itself, such as [6], will perform well in this area.
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Metric Group Score
a Identity attribute privacy policies are supported i 1
b Privacy policies are flexible i 1
e Supports multiple privacy policy formats i 1
c Source of identity attributes is withheld from the receiver ii 1
d Identity attributes may be provided without an issuer
(certifying authority)
iii 1
f Profile attributes may be sent individually iv 1
g User may choose which attributes are sent v 1
Maximum score: 7.
Profile authenticity
In certain applications, profile data is used to authorise a user. These situations require that
the profile data be verified by a third party which is trusted by the service, otherwise the user
may assert false data. This metric determines the suitability of the given architecture to this
form of authentication.
Metric Group Score
a Support for identity attributes to be certified by an au-
thority
i 1
b Support for automated verification of certain attributes ii 1
Maximum score: 2.
Profile access speed
Despite other features, a profile must maintain its usability. A quantitative metric is utilised
in this instance, measuring the time required to retrieve identity attributes for a simple reg-
istration form (name, email and address). Thismetric is an inversemetric with higher scores
being worse and should therefore be inverted in the usual manner. A qualitative metric is
again given to provide a result before implementation, as in previous quantitative measure-
ments.
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Metric Group Score
a Each identity attribute request requires a separate request
by the identity provider
i 1
b Each identity attribute request requires a separate request
by the user (mutually exclusive to a)
i 2
c Identity attributes are stored decentralised ii 1
d Identity attributes are not stored on the device iii 1
Maximum score: 4. This metric is inverse and should have its normalised value sub-
tracted from 10.
Profile computational overhead
As with authentication, the computational overhead of accessing profile attributes is also
important. Again, this metric is best quantified through the use of a quantitative metric.
However, the same qualitative metrics used for authentication are re-applied for architec-
tural level analysis. Again, a smaller score is better with thismetric, meaning its value should
be inverted.
Metric Group Score
a Proof of knowledge calculations used i 3
b Use of asymmetric encryption i 3
c Use of asymmetric signatures i 2
d Use of symmetric encryption i 1
Maximum score: 9. This metric is inverse and should have its normalised value sub-
tracted from 10.
Profile freshness
Finally, it is important to maintain the profile data to ensure that user data does not become
out-dated. For example, if they were to change their email supplier, move house or get a
new credit card. By maintaining access to all profile data, users are able to ensure that it is
updated whenever required.
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Metric Group Score
a A database is maintained with the location of all profile
data
i 1
b Services maintain a link to a repository of user data ii 1
c A user is able to centrally view all profile data (mutually
exclusive to e)
iii 4
d A user is able to centrally modify all profile data (mutually
exclusive to f )
iv 5
e A user is able to centrally view some profile data iii 3
f A user is able to centrally modify some profile data iv 4
g A user is able to view all profile data on services (mutually
exclusive to i)
iii 2
h A user is able to modify all profile data on services (mutu-
ally exclusive to j)
iv 3
i A user is able to view some profile data on services iii 1
j A user is able to modify some profile data on services iv 2
Maximum score: 16.
It should be noted that some architectures are capable of providing differing levels of
certain metrics depending on circumstances or implementation specifics. In these cases,
both the upper and lower values should be noted for a holistic comparison.
5.3.3 Evaluating by example
As with the high-level evaluation, we will be considering the example in Chapter 2 with the
SB and IdPB architectures. This will provide both an evaluation of themetrics against the re-
sults gained in Chapter 4, and provide an insight into the results of the high-level evaluation
performed in Section 5.2.1.
To start, consider the SB identity architecture. Adhering to themetrics laid out in Section
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5.3, let us consider the authentication and profile details of this architecture.
Service based
The first architecture to be evaluated is that of the SB. Utilising the same scenario as in
the ATAM evaluation, the Online Bargain Store (OBS), the architecture will be considered.
Each of the six authenticationmetrics and six profilemetrics will be considered in turn, then
graphed.
Themaximum score for eachmetric is shown next to the title in brackets for reference. If
the metric is an inverse metric this is indicated by an ‘i’ next to the maximum score.
Authentication user simplicity (4)
Users are required to utilise a username and password combination to authenticate with the
OBS. It is recommended that users do not utilise the same password as one used on another
service, since a security breach at one service compromises them all. Additionally, restric-
tions on the length and character make-up of usernames and passwords may be different to
other services.
The user interface design is proprietary, integrated into the style of the OBS website.
In order to save user effort, the designers of OBS have the option to save information on
the users’ browser, through the use of cookies. These permit them to maintain authentica-
tion for future access to the service. However, they may be disabled in the browser. Addi-
tionally, many modern browsers are capable of storing authentication details either naively
or through an extension. Both of these are options, as the browser may not support either.
The score awarded for user simplicity is between 1 and 2. This is scaled using the maxi-
mum, 4, which gives the values between 14 ¤10Æ 2.5 and 24 ¤10Æ 5.0.
Authentication computational overhead (9i)
Toprovide communication layer security, OBS canoptionally choose to utilise a secure socket
layer, commonly known as HTTPS. This system utilises both symmetric encryption for data
transfer and asymmetric signatures for verifying the authenticity of the remote server. If se-
cure communication is used then this scores 3. Since this is an inverted metric the value is
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calculated (with 9 being the maximum for this metric) as 10¡ (39 ¤10)Æ 6.7.
Authentication bandwidth (5i)
Authentication is performed simply by sending the credentials to the service, this simple
case scores 0. Being an inverse metric this gives a value of 10.0.
Authentication availability (4)
Availability is an interesting topic for SB. Since authentication is performed on the service
that is being used. If the authentication is unavailable the service is also unavailable, making
the metrics moot. However, the ability to pass a session between devices is of use to users,
but not supported by this form of IdM. Despite it being unimportant in a number of the
scenarios, the score is still 0.0.
Authentication privacy (5)
As all information is collected, and stored by the service provider, there is no way to hide
information from it. As the role of the identity provider is taken by the service, no more
systems need be given any personally identifiable information.
Since users are required to authenticate directly to OBS, no anonymity may be afforded,
meaning all access to the service may be logged and linked.
The score awarded for privacy is therefore 3, giving a value of 6.0.
Authentication security (8)
It was mentioned earlier that OBS has the option to utilise HTTPS to encrypt traffic between
the two end points. If this option is taken then the authentication credentials are encrypted
during transmission. Another feature ofHTTPS is the public key infrastructurewhich verifies
the identity of the server, hence verifying the end point of the authentication.
Since there is no external identity provider it is not able to authenticate as the user.
Given that HTTPS is chosen by OBS, a score of 5 is awarded, otherwise only 1 may be
given. This gives a value for this metric of between 1.3 and 6.3.
Profile availability (8)
With SB identity, the only option to store identity attributes between services is a browser
based solution. Unfortunately, there are no standards for retrieval of particular attributes
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and a large amount of guess work is required by the browser in order to determine the type
of a particular field. The interface is controlled by the implementing service, and as such
OBS is unlikely to have their design the same as any other service.
There is no support for exchange of profile attributes or an API for storage of attributes
on the user device. This results is a score of 0.
Profile security (6)
As with authentication OBS has the option to utilise HTTPS to secure communications, this
decision determines whether identity attributes are secured during transmission. This also
ensures that the destination site is verified.
Identity attributes, once at OBS, are accessed by the same system that they are stored on.
Any encryption utilised to store attributes would need to be decrypted in the same system,
making it redundant.
No identity provider is used for this architecture, and as such it is not able to read the
identity attributes.
The score for this metric is between 1 and 4, giving values between 1.7 and 6.7.
Profile privacy (7)
Privacy policies on the OBS system consists of a human readable policy which must be
agreed to upon registration. This does not permit automated policy checking. All attributes
are provided by the user, hence the source is known but it is not provided by an certifying au-
thority. By filling in the registration form the user has the option of which profile attributes
to enter. This gives a score of 3, a value of 4.3.
Profile authenticity (2)
Attributes supplied to OBS by the user are provided through the browser interface and there-
fore are unverified. However, the user email address may optionally be verified by sending
an email with a link in it meaning a score of between 0 and 1 may be achieved. This gives a
value of either 0.0 or 5.0.
Profile access speed (4i)
Identity attributes are provided during the registration process in a single form and then
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Figure 5.5: Qualitative analysis of service
based authentication profile data
retrieved locally. Applying this to themetric gives a score of 1, and being an inverse metric, a
value of 7.5.
Profile computational overhead (9i)
Profile access in SB IdM is performed locally, and as suchno encryption is required. However,
for the user to update the data or set it initially during registration it much be sent to or
from the user device. In order to do this securely a HTTPS connection should be utilised.
Therefore the score ranges between 0 and 3, and being an inverse metric the value awarded
is between 6.7 and 10.0.
Profile freshness (16)
Theprofile attributes sharedwithOBS are not recordedby any authority, andhencemay only
be altered by the user accessing their profile directly through the OBS service. Dependant on
design decisions, users may or may not be allowed to modify their profile data directly. This
gives a score of between 3 and 5, providing a value of between 1.9 and 3.1.
Graphing
The values above have been taken and plotted onto two graphs, one relating to authenti-
cation (Figure 5.4) and one for profile (Figure 5.5). The value is shown as a bar on the graph,
and where a range exists this is shown by a hatched bar above the minimum.
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Identity provider based (OpenID)
For comparison, an IdPB solution will undergo the same qualitative testing. As before, the
same architecture that was evaluated in the ATAM section will be used, OpenID.
Authentication user simplicity (4)
The main advantage to OpenID is the use of a single set of authentication credentials for
multiple services. Users are also forwarded to their identity provider’s login page in order to
authenticate giving a common interface between services.
Similarly to SB, OpenID identity providers can store authentication details as cookies on
the user’s device, and optionally browser based solutions may store the authentication cre-
dentials. This means that remembering credentials between sessions is possible, although
optional.
This means that a score of between 2 and 3 may be achieved by OpenID, a value of be-
tween 5.0 and 7.5.
Authentication computational overhead (9i)
Due to OpenID’s identity provider utilising a similar authentication mechanism to SB the
computational overhead is also similar. There is the option to utilise HTTPS on the identity
provider. The difference is that since the identity provider’s sole purpose is to protect the
identity, they aremore likely to utilise HTTPS. Assuming secure communication is used then
this scores 3, and since this is an inverted metric the value given is 6.7.
Authentication bandwidth (5i)
Authentication inOpenID forwards the user to the identity provider where the user performs
their login. Following this, the user is redirected back to the service which verifies the au-
thenticationwith the identity provider over a back channel. This gives a score of 1, and being
an inverse metric a value of 8.0.
Authentication availability (4)
When authenticating with OpenID the user has the option to choose which identity provider
to make use of. They may also authenticate with the identity provider on any device they
own. Unfortunately, OpenID does not provide support for any other protocols, and this
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would need to be added to the service. This gives OpenID a score of 2, giving a value of
5.0.
Authentication privacy (5)
OpenID is simply an authentication gateway; it provides no support for anonymous authen-
tication. Therefore personally identifiable information is not transmitted to or from the iden-
tity provider other than a uniquely identifiable string, namely the username. However, in
order to return the user to the service after login, the return address is sent to the identity
provider allowing them to build a repository of services accessed by the user.
Certain OpenID providers permit users to utilise a temporary username which is linked
to their account. By doing this, services are unable to determine whether any two users are
in fact the same, other than through existing techniques such as cookies and IP addresses.
Depending on the features implemented by the identity provider a score of between 2
and 4 is possible, giving values between 4.0 and 8.0.
Authentication security (8)
As previously mentioned, the identity provider in OpenID adopts the same authentication
mechanism as SB IdM. Therefore, the use of HTTPS determines whether authentication at-
tributes are secured during transfer and whether the identity provider’s identity is verified.
Since the identity provider is trusted in OpenID, it is able to authenticate as the user. This
gives a score of between 0 and 4, a value ranging between 0.0 and 5.0.
Profile availability (8)
OpenID has two extensions which permit attributes to be supplied by the identity provider;
Simple Registration (SReg) and Attribute Exchange (AX). Both of these extensions have a
limited number of fields which may be requested, SReg having a small pre-determined set
meant to speed registration and AX having an extensible set of attributes. This provides a
consistent attribute storage interface for a small number of attributes where the extensions
are supported by the identity provider.
Other protocols are not supported by the OpenID schema, meaning that identity infor-
mation made available from sources other than the identity provider may not be utilised by
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the services.
Dependant on whether the extensions are installed a score of between 0 and 2 may be
gained, giving values between 0.0 and 2.5.
Profile security (6)
Assuming an attribute extension is used, identity attributes are returned to the service through
the URL. In order to ensure these are encrypted at every stage both the communication with
the identity provider and the communication with the service need to be encrypted (use
HTTPS).
As with SB, identity attribute storage is provided by the identity provider in the same
manner as it was at the service. Therefore the identity provider is able to read all the identity
attributes and they are not encrypted.
This means that the security score ranges between 0 and 3, a value of between 0.0 and
5.0.
Profile privacy (7)
Neither SReg or AX support the use of privacy policies. Instead privacy is afforded by the
individual implementation of the OpenID protocol and extensions. In most cases a list of
the attributes requested will be displayed to the user upon login and they can choose to
share them or not.
Since all attributes are stored and obtained at the identity provider, the source is not at
all obscured from the service. If identity attributes are not given by the identity provider or
the extension is not supported, the service will be required to obtain the attributes directly
from the user. This means that issuers are not required for identity attributes.
OpenID scores three, the same as SB, giving a value of 4.3.
Profile authenticity (2)
There is no support for providing certified attributes through SReg or AX, however in the
same way that SB may automate the validation of attributes, the service may do so with
attributes obtained through OpenID. Therefore a score of between 0 and 1 is awarded, a
value of 0.0 to 5.0.
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Figure 5.6: Qualitative analysis of OpenID
authentication
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Figure 5.7: Qualitative analysis of OpenID
profile data
Profile access speed (4i)
If attributes are provided, they are retrieved from the identity provider during the login stage.
This means that no additional requests are required above those used to authenticate. This
gives a score of 1, and being an inverse metric a value of 7.5.
Profile computational overhead (9i)
Profile access requires transfer of information between the identity provider and the service
via the user’s device. An assumption was made earlier that HTTPS was being used by the
identity provider, therefore the score is 3, giving a value of 6.7.
Profile freshness (16)
As the attribute exchange in OpenID is performed as part of the authentication, every time
the user logs in the profile is requested and retrieved from the identity provider (provid-
ing the extensions are supported). However, this relationship is one-way and the identity
provider is unable to push updates to the services with out-of-date identity attributes. Since
the identity provider needs to support each particular attribute type, not all profile data for
all services may be centrally stored. Providing attribute exchange is implemented, a score
of between 10 and 12 is possible. However if it is not, then the same score awarded to SB is
given, i.e. between 3 and 5. This gives a value ranging between 1.9 and 7.5.
Graphing
As before, the values above have been taken, and plotted onto two graphs, one relating
to authentication (Figure 5.6) and one for profile (Figure 5.7).
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5.4 Quantitative analysis
A number of the metrics given in Section 5.3 note that they may be better assessed from a
quantitative approach rather than using the qualitative metrics, assuming that a prototype
has been built. Although this form of evaluation requires the implementation of the identity
architecture, it gives more definitive results. The metrics proposed for quantitative evalua-
tion are Authentication computational overhead, Authentication bandwidth, Profile compu-
tational overhead and Profile access speed.
In order to evaluate speed and overhead, it is important to fix the experimental vari-
ables. With Internet services, a number of variables exist which may skew the result, and
this should be accounted for in the measurements. The major varying factor is that of net-
work delay, which can be caused by high traffic on the network, or high load on the server.
In order to minimise the variance, a local server should be chosen. Alternatively, a number
of tests should be run on varying days at varying times with outlying results discarded.
The results of the quantitative testing, similarly to the qualitativemetrics, will not occupy
the same scale. In order to compare the results, themaximum result will be used to scale the
others in the form: Scaled resul t Æ Resul tMaximum . All of the quantitative metrics are inverse,
that is that the higher the value the worse the result. Hence, the result will be (scaled to 10):
Value Æ (1¡Scaled resul t )¤10.
Authentication computational overhead
The simplest method to measure the overhead of an authentication scheme is to measure
the time taken to perform the computation. This encapsulates more than simply the com-
putational overhead of the protocol itself and captures the entire process, something that is
equally as important and should therefore not be compensated for. However, a number of
identity architectures require user input during the authentication. The time spent render-
ing the page for display and acquiring user input should be discounted. The speed of the
user is not under consideration in this metric, nor is their user agent (or browser).
Certain architectures utilise authentication as the method for profile transfer, and it is
important that this is considered separately. In order to ensure the metric is fairly consid-
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ered, an authentication request which does not request any registration information should
be utilised.
Authentication bandwidth
In order to measure the bandwidth used, the data sent and received is added together for
all transactions required for authentication. The transactions being considered are simply
those with the user device as it is assumed that servers will likely have relatively high band-
width and stable connections. Similar to the computational overhead, this should be mea-
sured without a request for identity attributes as these will obviously increase the size of the
request.
A problem with measuring bandwidth use is that many protocols permit multiple im-
plementations. For example, OpenID requires the user to authenticate with the identity
provider, the details of which are left to the implementer. Google utilise their accounts API
and transmit a large amount of data to display the webpages. The reference implementa-
tion provided by the OpenID Foundation uses a local database and transmits very little data
for the graphical interface. Additionally, background traffic between the service and identity
provider to verify authentication needs to be included.
Profile computational overhead
Aswith computational overhead for authentication, profile overheadmay also be considered
by the speed at which a request is handled. This measurement, for obvious reasons, also
covers the topic of Profile access speed. Therefore both of these metrics are handled through
the single measurement of profile access time as previously explained for authentication.
Profile bandwidth
Profile bandwidth was considered as part of the authentication bandwidth in the qualitative
metrics as a single point. It is also measured in part by Profile access speed from the qualita-
tive point of view. From a quantitative point of view it may bemeasured in the samemanner
as authentication bandwidth but for identity attribute requests.
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5.4.1 Evaluating by example
This section utilises a skeleton instance of the OBS service and measures these metrics for
both, a SB architecture and an IdPB architecture (OpenID is used, as before).
There are many problems with the validity of such tests on Internet applications. Conse-
quently, an environment and ameans ofmeasurementwhich are capable of fairly evaluating
the different approaches must be developed. Unfortunately, due to many factors which will
be discussed later, this is a challenging problem.
Considering the implementations as a black box permits us to test many implementa-
tions whether or not the source is available. A black box analysis utilises external measure-
ments to evaluate the internal processes. This makes the measurement process identical
across different implementations, independent of language and process.
In order to provide quantitative results, a service was created which utilised both the SB
and the IdPB identity architectures. The service consists of a login page, a registration page
and the service itself, which only served to authenticated users.
Registration required the provision of an email address and some form of unique iden-
tifier, used link the user between sessions. In the SB architecture users navigated to a reg-
istration page where they were requested to enter a username, email and password (twice,
for confirmation). The IdPB variation utilised OpenID (as earlier described), using both At-
tribute Exchange and Simple Registration extensions to request an email address from the
identity provider. Tests were performed using the Google OpenID service.
The quantitative results measured were the amount of time spent on the page requests
in total (ignoring user input) and the total amount of sent and received data. Both of these
measurements were provided by the developer tools built into the Google Chrome browser.
Results for the tests are shown in Figure 5.8 for the login and Figure 5.9 for registration.
As is evident, the increase in computational complexity and bandwidth in the IdPB architec-
ture correlate with those predicted in the qualitative assessment; however the scale is more
evident.
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Figure 5.8: Quantitative analysis of ser-
vice authentication
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Figure 5.9: Quantitative analysis of ser-
vice registration
5.5 Trade-offs
Now that the evaluation of the two architectures, SB and IdPB (specifically, OpenID), are
complete, the trade-off analysis may be performed. In this situation, no goals were stated
for the IdM architecture, (ie˙n˙ot optimising for any metrics). Instead the differences between
the two architectures evaluated may be stated for a third party, to determine which is most
suitable to the situation. In fact, Chapter 7 will utilise the information gained to produce an
architecture which performs better in a number of areas.
The results in Figures 5.4 and 5.6 give a picture of the major difference between SB and
OpenID. In the OpenID implementation, a much higher reading is given to user simplicity.
This is due to the lack of multiple authentication credentials and reflected in the availability
metric. Since the identitymay only be used on the one service in the SB approach there is no
availability of the identity. Unfortunately, the bandwidth required to provide this simplicity
is increased due to the redirection to and from the identity provider. This bandwidth require-
ment is quantified in Figure 5.8. Another issue with the IdPB approach is the lower privacy
and security due to the identity provider having access to the users’ services and being able
to log the services accessed by the user.
In Figures 5.5 and 5.7 the profile abilities of the two architectures are shown. Since with
the evaluated IdPB approach, OpenID, it is optional for the identity provider to implement
profile handling extensions a varied result is returned. The advantage to the centralised pro-
file storage are seen in the possibility of increased freshness and availability of profile at-
tributes. This is advantageous to both users as they have less issue with updating attributes,
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and for services as they are more likely to have up to date information about their users. Un-
fortunately, the computational overhead is likely to be increased and security reduced due
to the transmission of attributes required between systems. This concern is reinforced by
Figure 5.9 which shows the amount of extra processing time required for the remote login.
However, the amount of processing time required to transfer attributes changed very little
compared with a single authentication. This is a quirk of OpenID piggy-backing attribute
exchange over the authentication protocol as described earlier.
5.6 Comparison with ATAM evaluation
To conclude this chapter, a comparison between the generic trade-off analysis methodology
used in Chapter 4 and the results of the new combined analysis system is made. It is impor-
tant to note that ATAM is designed for use by experts for evaluating a number of architectures
for a particular set of requirements. The key to this method is the use of experts in order to
identify the trade-off points and the list of requirements in place in order tomake a decision.
By specialising, the need for expert judgement is reduced. Another vital difference is the pre-
sentation of the results produced by the new trade-off analysis which is capable of showing
graphically the differences between architectures, removing the need for requirements.
An interesting note to make about the ATAM evaluation is the inconsistency of the re-
sults. One favours the development time and lack of cost in outsourcing their IdM, consid-
ering trust only from the perspective of the service. Another concludes that keeping the IdM
in-house is better due to the performance, security and privacy improvements it has over
OpenID. This is backed up by another which states that usability is actually increased by
the use of SB IdM. The overarching theme was the trade-off between security and usability.
Without solid metrics, it is hard to have a consistent result. The evaluations were performed
by students rather than long term engineers; however, these students (had they not furthered
their education through postgraduate study) may have beenmaking decisions such as these
in industry.
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Ideally, repeating the classroom experiment with the new methodology would provide a
conclusive results as to the consistency of the new method over ATAM. Unfortunately, time
constraints have meant that this is a study that will need to be performed in the future. The
main advantage over ATAM is the ability to note variability points within a family of instan-
tiations. Certain features may be enabled in certain situations, this is especially true when
using external systems, such as an identity provider. The ease of determining values from a
set of standardised boolean statements also provides a more deterministic process.
A final difference between the two approaches is the use of hard requirements in ATAM.
Most reports made statements with limits on execution time or bandwidth usage. Where
quantitative metrics are used in the new analysis method they are simply compared. This
form of requirement based engineering is fairly popular, however it should not be utilised in
a trade-off analysis. The purpose is to determine which areas are affected, and by howmuch
due to improvements made to an architectural style.
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Getting information oﬀ the Internet is like taking
a drink from a fire hydrant.
— Mitchell Kapor
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A number of concepts are introduced in the implementation chapter which may be un-
known to the reader. This chapter provides a brief overview of those concepts for reference
and to improve the flow of the remainder of this thesis.
6.1 Group Signature Scheme
Group signature schemes are defined such that a member in the group may sign a message.
This message may be verified as originating from the group, but the particular signer re-
mains anonymous. Furthermore, anonymity may be revoked at a later date by a given party
to reveal the signer [19]. Many improvements have been made: a static public key with dy-
namically added members [2], the revocation of members [15], increased security [30] and
decreased key sizes [11]. As amechanism to provide authentication to devices it matches the
DB architecture fairly well. Due to this, it is worth exploring as a method of implementation.
Group signatures utilise between three and four types of entities: member, verifier, group
manager and, optionally, an anonymity revocation manager. A member is part of the group
signature and is capable of signing messages on behalf of the group (these may be authen-
tication messages). A verifier is able to verify that a message has been signed by a member
in a group (the authentication message is valid). A group manager maintains the public key,
and optionally adds and removes members from the group. Finally, a anonymity revocation
manager (which is often the same as the group manager) is able to determine the member
that signed a particular message.
Multiple methods utilise the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [25] to provide a group signature [11,
15]. These are capable of being modified through the use of a counter to fulfil the require-
ments proposed in the next section. These are secure in the random oracle model.
Camenisch & Groth describe a more efficient group signature scheme [13]. Its improved
efficiency does not require the public key to be changed when adding users to a group. How-
ever, this improvement allows an untrusted group manager to add users without any evi-
dence of them doing so.
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Other efficient schemes such as [30, 10] do not maintain a value with all members con-
tained. As such, users may not be revoked securely from the group. By extending these
schemes with a dynamic accumulator, it is possible to add this functionality.
6.2 Monotonic Counter
Amonotonic counter is an entity which is capable of producing a unique and verifiable out-
put to an increment instruction to the owner. Its current value must also be readable to any
interested party in a verifiable manner. In its simplest form, a single number may be stored
and this number is incremented on request. The signature of an increment or read value is
provided by a signed transaction message. It is important to note that a monotonic counter
can never produce the same output after two separate increment requests for its entire life-
time.
Our proposed schemeutilises amonotonic counter as a trusted entity. This allows changes
to the public key to be linked to a specific counter value. This facilitates protection against
replay attacks by providing a trusted version to each unique user set. Only the set of users
assigned to the current counter value will be accepted.
One option would be to utilise a central trusted global clock. A mechanism for providing
a secure counter on an untrusted system with a global clock is provided in [57]. The proof
expands for each increment, and hence would become unfeasibly large.
Utilisation of a hardware counter (such as that provided by the Trusted PlatformModule
(TPM)) for each identity provider produces a similar problem. This is due to a counter be-
ing required for each user, and hardware devices only supporting a limited number, thus in
essence becoming a global clock.
In the same paper ([57]), an extension to the TPM is suggested which provides an effi-
cient mechanism to provide (theoretically) infinite virtual trusted counters. This requires a
single function to be added to the specification of the TPM. By providing the trusted entity
in hardware, the need for an external trusted service is removed.
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Finally, the use of an external trusted entity to provide a counter for each identity is pos-
sible. Thismethod provides a secure and trusted counter. However there is little commercial
viability for such a service to exist. It is possible that a set of roots may be run by public
institutions, such as those used for root servers in the domain name resolution scheme.
6.3 Dynamic accumulators
Implementations of group signatures have utilised many different cryptographic primitives.
One such method is that of a dynamic accumulator [15, 14]. A value is generated frommul-
tiple inputs, similar to that of a secure hash function. Inputs may be added and removed
from the generated value without knowledge of the other committed values. Furthermore,
it is possible to prove that a single value has been committed without divulging any other
committed value through the use of a witness. However, it is infeasible to prove that a value
has been committed when it has not.
The construction due to Camenisch & Lysyanskaya [15] is proved secure under the strong
RSA assumption. Five functions are defined:
• Setup: Generates a standard RSAmodulus and a random start value
• Commit: Accumulate the new value into the accumulator and provides a witness
• Delete: Removes the value from the accumulator using the private key
• Update Witness: Performs the add and remove functions on the previous witnesses,
effectively disabling witnesses for deleted values
• Verify: Can verify that a value exists within the accumulator with the value, the accu-
mulator and the witness
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6.4 Diffie-Hellman key exchange
Diffie-Hellman (Williamson) key exchange is a method of two parties interacting over an
open connection to derive a shared cryptographic key without other parties listening in on
the interaction being able to determine the value of the key [23]. This method utilises math-
ematical constructs to permit the two parties to easily derive a key through exponentiation,
whereas for an outside party to perform the same action they are required to either per-
form a brute-force attack or determine the logarithm. For sufficiently large numbers, this is
infeasible. The definition of sufficiently large obviously varies as computers become more
powerful.
Diffie-Hellman, although secure (given large enough numbers) to passive attackers, is
not secure against those which are able to intercept and modify transmissions between the
two communicating parties. This kind of attack is known as a man-in-the-middle attack.
It is widely recognised as an issue with the exchange, as such additional features must be
included in protocols which utilise this form of key exchange to mitigate this problem.
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DEVICE BASED IDENTITY
Constant development is the law of life, and a
man who always tries to maintain his dogmas in
order to appear consistent drives himself into a
false position.
— Mohandas K. Gandhi
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7.1 Evolving identitymanagement
Miller, in an article written in 2009, states that he has “become convinced that the entire
system of usernames and passwords is broken”[48]. Solutions intended to address this is-
sue have been made, most of which have been discussed in previous chapters. There are
fundamental scalability problems with a username and password systemwhere all users are
on a particular identity provider. The problem of scalability can be ameliorated by utilis-
ing numerous identity providers. However, users still need to remember these details. In-
stead, a system where users are not required to have usernames or passwords is the final
goal. This must be achieved, while not only maintaining current security standards, but in-
creasing them.
Identity attributes are often overlooked in identity management. Koch & Wörndl note
that a central repository does not increase privacy [44]. Regardless, the issues of distributed
identity attributes still exist. A new method of attribute storage and/or distribution is re-
quired. This should be considered at the same time as authentication, not separately.
In the previous chapter, the lack of profile availability and usability in systems was iden-
tified as being improved in the OpenID implementation. It is reasonable to conclude that
these may be improved further by fulfilling more of the requirements for the metrics. The
overview given in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show how the credentials and attributes are stored at
the identity provider, instead of at the service. The privacy and security decrease is caused
because the attribute provider and authentication provider moves also. By moving the at-
tribute provider and authentication provider to the user device (or client) the benefits of
both architectures may be combined.
It is a fair assumption that service providers will only implement changes to their au-
thentication if it is in their self-interest. This is a possible reason for the lack of adoption of
a single sign-on architecture that is compatible across service providers, despite the advan-
tages displayed in the previous chapter. The cost of implementation is not worth the ben-
efits, from the service provider’s perspective. There are a number of options to make new
identity management architectures more appealing to services. These include the provision
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Figure 7.1: Framework model for device based identity management
of extra features for the service, and large-scale adoption by the user base through a popular
identity provider.
Due to the trust being placed in the device, this form of identity management will be
known as device based identity management (DB IdM). This is similar to the Portable Au-
thentication Device proposed by Jøsang & Pope [39]. However there may be multiple de-
vices within the identity. Using the modelling defined in Section 5.2, the high-level overview
of this formof IdM is shown in Figure 7.1. A user is able to add and remove a device from their
identity, all other authentication operations are automatic. Since there is no single creden-
tial for the identity, if a device is compromised the user can easily resolve the issue. Rather
than resetting a password on all services and devices, a single operation restores security. If
the user only owns one device, or their devices have been maliciously revoked, it is possible
to reset security with the aid of the trusted service. The evaluation method will now be exe-
cuted on this architectural idea in order to demonstrate the differences between this and the
previously evaluated identity architectures. This evaluation will be for guidance due to the
lack of implementation details, but will still provide a result determining whether this line of
development is worthwhile.
Authentication user simplicity (4)
DB authentication requires a username to determine their identity on the identity provider.
This is required for activation of the device only and is then remembered until the device
is removed from the identity. A password simply authenticates the user with the identity
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provider and may not be required in all situations, however it is recommended for a second
layer of security. The authentication provided by the device does not use this password. In-
stead, it utilises authentication credentials specific to the service, obtained from the identity
provider.
Authentication with the DB architecture utilises a common interface over different ser-
vices and devices if supported. Credentials may be automatically sent to services from the
device through the generic authentication module on the devices. In case the service does
not support themechanism, a password store may be implemented in the same way as con-
ventional browser based password storage.
Given these architectural definitions, a score of between 2 and 4 can be obtained depen-
dent on the support provided by the service. This results in a value between 5.0 and 10.0
(24 ¤10 and 44 ¤10).
Authentication computational overhead (9i)
Communication of authentication credentials between the device, identity provider and ser-
vice requires at least the use of HTTPS, and id dependent on implementation specifics, any
number of other cryptographic methods. Along with bandwidth, this metric is very uncer-
tain without implementation specifics. The score range produced is between 3 and 9, giving
a value between 0 and 6.7 (10¡ (99 ¤10) and 10¡ (39 ¤10)).
Authentication bandwidth (5i)
Authentication requests require obtaining authentication credentials from the identity provider,
and are dependent on the location of the identity attributes performing a request to external
services. Therefore, the best score possible is 1, with the worst being 4, if attributes are not
cached and are required for each request. The value, due to this being an inverse metric,
ranges between 8.0 and 2.0.
Authentication availability (4)
Availability depends on the implementation. If identity attributes may be stored at the iden-
tity provider, then there is the possibility of implementingmultiple authentication protocols.
It is also theoretically possible to pass authentication credentials between devices, given this
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centralised storage. By this reasoning, DB identity is capable of scoring a full 4 in availability,
although it could also gain a score of 2, if centralised storage is not possible. This gives a
value range of 5.0 to 10.0.
Authentication privacy (5)
As the authentication and attribute providers are now located in the device, only informa-
tion distributed by the user is visible to any third party. Verification of credentials may be
required by services permitting tracking by the identity provider. Since there is no entity
available that is trusted by the service provider, the user cannot provide a different identifier
to the service provider. This means that the service provider is able to link the user’s ses-
sions together unless anonymous authentication is permitted. Where certified attributes are
supported, anonymous authentication is also supported, as the attribute provider is able to
provide input to the authentication. The score provided is therefore between 1 and 4, values
ranging between 2.0 and 8.0.
Authentication security (8)
It was stated earlier that all communications would be encrypted, and therefore all creden-
tials will be encrypted during transmission. Given service provider support, high-entropy
keys may also be utilised to authenticate. In fact, even when not supported by the service,
a long random password may be used and stored when centralised storage is supported. As
the authentication provider is part of the device, the major improvement over IdPB IdM is
the removal of authentication power from the identity provider. DB identity scores between
5 and 7 in security, values of 6.3 and 8.8.
Profile availability (8)
With the attribute provider at the device a consistent interface exists for attribute retrieval
over multiple services. Dependent on the implementation of the client software, multiple
protocols may be supported for responding to attribute queries. Requesting attributes de-
pends on the authentication of the attribute storage and therefore only one protocol is sup-
ported. In order to keep the attributes fresh they must be centrally managed and therefore
not stored on the device. The implementation of the authentication will determine whether
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it may be used to secure attributes at the identity provider, and therefore store them cen-
trally. Otherwise, attributes may be exchanged between services. This scores between 3 and
5, giving a value between 3.8 and 6.3.
Profile security (6)
As with authentication, attributes are transferred during transmission. Dependent on the
implementation, attributes may be stored at services whichmeans they are unencrypted, or
at the identity provider in an encrypted form. The use of HTTPS verifies the destination. This
scores between 4 and 6, values of between 6.7 and 10.0.
Profile privacy (7)
Privacy policies have not been considered, although theymay be implemented on the device
software. This is not a requirement for services to adopt the architecture as thismay dissuade
usage. Transmission of all attributes from the device masks the source and are not required
to be certified. Profile attributes sent via the device are screened by the user to ensure they
are correct, and (importantly) that they wish to send them. This scores between three and
five, giving a values between 4.3 and 7.1.
Profile authenticity (2)
There is no support for automated verification of attributes as the device can not be trusted
to perform as such. However, attributes obtained from other sources may be certified and
passed through. This gives a value of 5.0.
Profile access speed (4i)
Requesting attributes from a central store only requires a single request. However multiple
requests may be required if they are not in a central location. Requests may be distributed
through the identity provider, so long as the identity provider is unable to modify the re-
quests to obtain the attributes itself. This gives a score of between 1 and 3, a value of between
2.5 and 7.5.
Profile computational overhead (9i)
Like the computational overhead of the authentication, it is entirely dependent on the im-
plementation. However, the same assumption of minimum security is made, giving a min-
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imum score of 3 and the maximum unknown (therefore 9, the maximum possible), leading
to values ranging from 0 to 6.7.
Profile freshness (16)
Profile freshness is a complexmetric. There are two situationswithDB IdM. The first is where
attributes are stored at services and re-distributed to others; the second is where attributes
are stored centrally and distributed, both of which operate via the user device. In both cases
the location of profile data is maintained in a central location. In the first case the user is
able to view all data on services and modify some. In the second, they are able to view and
modify all profile data at the identity provider attribute store. This gives a score of 5 in the
first case and 15 in the second, providing a range of values between 3.1 and 9.4.
Graphing
Once again, the values above have been taken and plotted onto two graphs, one relating
to authentication (Figure 7.2) and one for profile (Figure 7.3).
Comparing Figure 7.2 with Figure 5.6 the potential for user simplicity is increased in the
DB architecture over the OpenID implementation. Security is also given a higher minimum
standard than is possible in single sign-on with the ability to become evenmore secure. Un-
fortunately, the minimum level of privacy is reduced and there is the prospect of far more
computational overhead and bandwidth required. Overall, dependent on implementation
specifics, the DB architecture seems a reasonable progression for security and usability in
authentication.
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Moving our attention to identity attributes, the profile abilities shown in Figure 7.3 show
an increase in availability, privacy, authenticity, freshness and security over both SB and IdPB
architectures (shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.7). These improvements are possible due to the
changes made in authentication, and the movement of the attribute provider to the device.
Unfortunately, this slows down access speed and increases computational overhead. Imple-
mentation will give a more detailed result as to whether this is unbearable for the user.
The remainder of this chapter will explore two possible implementations of DB IdM. This
will provide the ability to perform quantitative assessments of the scale of additional over-
head required to utilise this architectural style. The first implementation, described in Sec-
tion 7.2, will utilise an external trusted entity in order to verify authentication. Through the
use of a trusted service theDB architecturemay be implementedwithout the trusted identity
provider. By making the trusted service simple it should be easier to find a mutually trusted
provider of this service, such as a hardware device in the identity providers’ servers. A sec-
ond implementation is then proposed in Section 7.3 which utilises a dual authentication
technique to secure data from the identity provider and from unauthorised devices.
7.2 Device based identitymanagement with an external
trusted service
Group signatures (as described in Section 6.1) is very similar to the requirements of the de-
vice based identity management, as shown in Figure 7.1. The conflict arises with the group
manager role being provided by the identity provider. However the ability to add members
removes the authentication control from the device. This obviously needs more considera-
tion. In DB IdM architecture it is desirable to ensure that the group manager should not be
able to add or remove members without the knowledge of the current groupmembers.
To provide this ability an extension to traditional group signature schemes is required
in order to mitigate the trust from the group manager. Instead, an external trusted entity is
utilised to ensure that devices are not added or removed without the knowledge of the user.
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Although adding another system seems counter intuitive as this extra system could simply
perform the task of the identity provider, if it is established that limited resources are re-
quired a simple service or hardware in the identity providers’ servers may perform this task.
This follows a similar method to that of public key infrastructure, where a limited number
of trusted roots sign many public keys. Another example of this is DNS where a set of root
servers delegate to lower levels. This enhances the security of the scheme, such that both
the groupmanager and trusted entity would need to collaborate in order to compromise the
group.
In the past, the main use of group signatures has been to provide members of the group
anonymity. For example, users of the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) are able to verify to
a third party certain details without revealing their identity. A third party may only detect
that the signer is a member of the group of all people in possession of a TPM. This gives the
verifier confidence that a trusted entity signed the message, but privacy to the signer.
The use of group signatures in identity management has previously been proposed by
Isshiki et al. [36]. Their work similarly chooses to utilise the signature for access control.
However, if the group signature is to be trusted for authentication and the release of private
data, the user must trust that all members of the group are legitimate devices. Given the
potential sensitivity and quantity of private data available, it is unwise to trust the identity
provider. However, since the group manager must be available at all times, it is logical to
assign this role to the identity provider. Therefore, the user must be sure that all actions per-
formed by the identity provider (as group manager) are traceable, hence eliciting the need
for a group signature where the groupmanager is not trusted.
Utilising these properties a new authentication framework is shown in Figure 7.4 which
is compatible with DB IdM. This framework removes the trust from the identity provider and
utilises the user devices for managing the identity. Previous solutions utilise a traditional
authentication scheme, such as a password. Instead, the use of a cryptographic signature
provides greater security. This is due to the difficulty of performing a brute force attack
since cryptographic keys contain more entropy than most passwords. The user burden is
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Figure 7.4: Device based authentication framework
also reduced as they do not have to remember passwords, and instead simply activate and
deactivate devices with their identity. Finally, credential security is improved due to the dis-
tribution of the public key and trust over two systems, therefore requiring collaboration in
order to break the security.
With a secure mechanism for identity verification in place, signatures may be used for
other identity management functions. For example, signed requests for data transfer be-
tween services may be verified to originate from the owner of the data. This allows for a
distributed profile where services are the attribute store, as required by DB IdM.
The remainder of this section describes the group signature scheme for use in DB IdM.
This involves a review of existing work in the area of group signatures, an introduction to
monotonic counters and a definition of the requirements for the group signature scheme.
Following this the group signature itself is presented and evaluated for security.
7.2.1 Requirements
Mobility The mobile nature of service utility requires us to ensure that any protocol main-
tains a low bandwidth, and little client side storage or processing. Limiting these require-
ments from services and identity providers, will aid in adoption with minimal cost. To facili-
tate distribution of identity between all user devices, no hardware specific requirement from
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the client should be made other than those provided by a basic Internet enabled device.
Security
1. The groupmanager must not be able to sign amessage on behalf of the group without
the the owner being aware. This property must be maintained even if the the group
manager learns the private key of a groupmember.
2. A member of the group is able to revoke any other member at any time, such that any
message signed by the revoked member is invalid.
Trust The system must have a source of trust to ensure that the security requirements
are upheld. This has to be available at all times, and to all group members. A simple source
of trust is a verifiable monotonic counter. This may be implemented as a piece of trusted
hardware owned by the group manager or by a trusted third party service. A monotonic
counter is defined as any verifiable counter which never produces the same output twice. It
is not required that the counter specifically count in any order. Example implementations of
monotonic counters are discussed previously.
7.2.2 Implementation
In order to guarantee the security requirements given in the previous section, two properties
are defined in regards to the monotonic counter. These ensure that any membership action
on the group is traceable by members of the group.
1. The group manager must not be able to perform a Join without incrementing the
counter value. Any attempt to do so will cause subsequent signatures to be invalid.
2. All Revoke actions must increment the counter value. Any member requesting the
revocation of another member will be able to verify that the counter has been incre-
mented and the chosen member removed from the public key.
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3. The public key must contain the current counter value. No public key may exist with
the same counter value such that it may be determined as valid by a verifier. Any at-
tempt to pass a public key which is not current must be detectable by the verifier.
Example implementation
By extending the dynamic accumulator based group signature schemes in [15] and [2], as
described in Section 6.1, a reference implementation is possible which fulfils the require-
ments given. It should be noted that the scheme being extended is secure in the random
oracle model and is sub-optimal. Therefore, this implementation is as well. However, recent
improvements to provide secure methods in the standard model and enhance efficiency,
lack the ability to allow an untrusted group manager to update the public key. The underly-
ing enhancements may be applied to future works which are able to maintain the security
properties. The protocol is also designed such that it is resilient to communication failures
between the groupmember and groupmanager.
Setup:
Figure 7.5 describes the protocol for initialising the identity. The valuePK is the public
key construct for the group signature scheme in [15], described in Section 6.1. The
basic process is described below:
1. The group key pairs are generated by the user to ensure no values are accumulated at
the start.
2. The private key is added and accumulated according to the original group signature
scheme.
3. The public key, name of the device and the device’s public key are sent to the trusted
entity.
4. A counter is initialised for the identity and the starting value is stored with the public
key along with a signature over the key.
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Trusted entity Initiating deviceIdentity provider
Figure 7.5: Setup protocol for group signature device based identity management
5. The signed tuple are send to the identity provider and stored as a new identity.
6. A private key in the group signature scheme provides an additional value x which is
able to revoke anonymity. This may be omitted by the user from the private key if they
do not require this functionality.
Join:
1. An existing device creates a secondmembership to the group as described in the group
signature scheme.
2. A signed message is sent from the existing user with the new public key to the trusted
entity via the identity provider. This ensures that the updates are not lost, if the device
connectivity fails at this point.
3. The trusted entity verifies the signature and increments the counter, returning a sig-
nature over the group public key and the new counter value to the identity provider.
4. The signed updated value of the public key is stored at the identity provider after veri-
fying the signature and that the counter value is correct.
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Trusted entity Existing deviceIdentity providerNew device
Figure 7.6: Protocol to add a device to the identity in group signature device based identity
management
5. Once the public key is updated, the new membership is transferred to the new device
using a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. This is verified using an out of band communi-
cation of a short verification value.
It is also possible for the new device to generate its own membership to the group. The
updated public key is then sent to an existing member to update the counter value. This
method is preferred when there is insecure communication between the devices as the pub-
lic key is the only transmitted data. However, verification that the correct public key arrived
must be performed. The above method requires less device-to-device bandwidth between
the devices as the member key is shorter than the public key which may be retrieved from
the identity provider. This is advantageous when device-to-device communication is lim-
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ited, such as through user input, or low-bandwidth wireless connections.
Revoke:
Trusted entity Initiating deviceIdentity provider
Figure 7.7: Protocol for revoking a device from the identity in group signature device based
identity management
1. The user retrieves the public key of the device they wish to revoke from the list at the
identity provider using the string identifier.
2. The public key is verified by checking the signature over the value of PK before the
user Join operation and after the next operation performed. The public key should
not be part of the accumulator in the first instance, but should be in the second.
3. The public key is modified by the user to remove the device from the public key.
4. A signedmessage is sent to the trusted entity with the updated public key via the iden-
tity provider.
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5. The trusted entity verifies the signature and increments the counter, returning a sig-
nature over the group public key and the new counter value.
6. The updated public key is stored at the identity provider after verifying the signature
and that the counter value is correct.
Witness Update:
1. Each update to the public key is downloaded from the identity provider.
2. The signatures are checked and the user is requested to review the changes, identifying
devices by the value of d .
3. Assuming the user accepts the updates, a standard witness update is performed. The
updated local public key is then verified against the remote public key to ensure the
update was as expected.
4. If the user does not accept the updates, they have the option to perform operations to
fix the group or contact the identity provider regarding anomalous operations on the
group.
Sign:
1. A member generates a standard group signature on any message.
Verify:
1. Obtain the public key and verify ¾ is valid and c is the current counter value.
2. Verify the signature with PK using the standard group signature scheme.
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7.2.3 Evaluation
Mobility
With the limited resources of mobile devices, it is important to assess the usage required
by the given scheme. Additionally, the scheme needs to be resilient against devices losing
connectivity during a group operation.
Transmission of signatures and keys are limited by the bandwidth on the device. Users will
expect the delay for an authentication to be very short. The signature over an authentication
message is not changed by the introduction of a counter. Signatures in the scheme extended
in this paper are of length k Å16lp , where k is the length of the hash function, and lp is the
size of the moduli. Assuming the use of a 1024-bit moduli (lp Æ 1024) and SHA1 (k Æ 160), a
signature is of length 16544 bits (»16kb). Over a GPRS connection this permits a signature
to be sent in two to four seconds. Although this is not the instant response expected from
users, most mobile devices nowmake use of faster connections.
All client operations are based on signing and verifying public key signatures. Most mobile
devices have the ability to browse SSL secured websites. Therefore no special hardware is
required of the client, nor is there too much processing required.
The Join and Revoke operations are both resilient to connection failure, which is often a
problem for mobile applications. The trusted entity sends the updated public key directly to
the identity provider. Therefore, if a mobile device loses connectivity, there is no inconsis-
tency with the public key. Once the connection is restored, a device is able to verify whether
the operation completed by reading the current public key. If the operation was not com-
pleted it may be re-run.
Security
Group signatures are defined to have the following properties, and hence security is mostly
given due to the base group signature scheme:
• Correctness: Signatures produced by the sign method must be accepted by verify
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unless this conflicts with any other property.
• Unforgeability: Only current groupmembers are able to correctly sign messages.
• Anonymity: The verifier is unable to determine the member within the group which
produced a signature.
• Unlinkability: It is infeasible to determine whether two signatures were generated by
the samemember.
• Exculpability: Neither the groupmanager nor another groupmembermay sign ames-
sage such that it appears to be signed by a different groupmember.
• Traceability: Given a signature, the open entity may determine which member of the
group signed a particular message.
• Coalition-resistance: A colluding groupofmembers, perhaps including the groupman-
ager, cannot violate any of the properties.
The extensions proposed do not affect these properties, however the following extra proper-
ties which require assessment are defined:
• Tamper-evident: Any addition or revocation of group member must be detailed to
each valid member before they may sign any further message.
• Public key verifiability: A verifier is able to assert that the copy of the public key ob-
tained from the groupmanager is fresh.
Theorem 1 (Tamper-evident). Given a secure monotonic counter, no entity may join the
group without making all other members aware.
Proof. Let us assume that the group manager is malicious and has compromised a device
(Dc) which is a member of the group. Since the group manager distributes the public key, it
is also able to send a different public key to the verifier than that exposed to groupmembers.
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We will attempt to add a device (Dm) using Dc without making any other member aware.
Initially, a join operation on Dc for Dm is performed. Optionally, the counter value may or
may not be updated. In the case where it is updated, the public key is correct but the device
is visible in the public key, whereas if it is not updated the public key is not valid forDm .
First consider the case where the counter is updated. In order to mask Dm from the user
a second device (Dp) is added to the group and again the counter is updated. This masks
the device Dm from other members, instead making a third device visible in the public key.
When a valid device attempts to sign a message they must update their local public and
private keys. Since the group manager does not want to to give details of Dm , they instead
combine thewitness update ofDm andDp together and send that to the valid user. When the
user does not recogniseDp , they remove it from the identity by deleting the user that was just
provided. Since the update was combined, removing Dp also removes Dm . Another option
for the identity provider is to wait until the user adds the new device Dp themselves, and
will therefore recognise it and not remove it. In this situation, even if the identity provider
intercepts the communication to the trusted entity and adds Dm , the adding device is able
to detect the modification to the public key.
In the second case, the counter is not updated. The identity provider is able to add a device
Dm to the public key. In order for the public key to be valid, the identity has to break the
trusted entity’s signature over the public key and counter value.
Theorem 2 (Public key verifiability). Given a secure monotonic counter, a group manager is
unable to assert an out of date public key
Proof. The counter value is unforgeable as the value is retrieved for each verification. The
value of the public key is signed along with the counter value. Assuming the signature ¾ is
unforgeable and the counter may never return the the same value for c, the public key may
be verified to be fresh. Otherwise either the value of c will not match or ¾ will be an invalid
signature over the public key.
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Trust
Two options have been given for the source of trust: the use of a piece of trusted hardware
and a trusted third party. Trusted hardware is currently unable to provide a reasonable num-
ber of counters for an identity provider. However, extensions discussed in the monotonic
counters discussion in Section ?? provide this ability. The advantages of a hardware solution
are the lack of an external service being required, and a simplified protocol as the current
value may be sent with the public key. A single hardware counter does present issues con-
cernedwith hardware failure or unavailability. An external service is able to bemore resilient,
but requires a trusted entity to run it. In general, the use of an external service provides the
most resilient solution. This also provides a central contact to protect an identity against a
rogue identity provider.
7.3 Device based identity management through three-factor
security
In order to remove the trusted entity, a complete change of strategy is required. If a reason-
able amount of trust is given to the identity provider, an external trusted entity is no longer
required. By trusting the identity provider to only distribute profile attributes to user defined
devices, the revocation security afforded by the trusted entity is transferred to the identity
provider. Through the use of careful design, the other properties are maintained.
7.3.1 Overview
As mentioned previously, our solution utilises an identity provider to store encrypted data
and to ensure that encrypted data is kept secure. Through the use ofmulti-factor security we
are able to provide a level of security which was previously unobtainable from a centralised
system.
Figure 7.8 shows the flow of profile data through our proposed scheme. Encryption and de-
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Figure 7.8: An overview of profile data flow in our proposed identity management scheme.
cryption may only be performed by devices which contain the symmetric encryption key.
This keeps profile data secure from the identity provider. Later, we describe how this sym-
metric key is passed between devices in a secure and user friendly manner. Users can store
profile data at the identity provider and provide this to services. Password storage at the
identity provider allows backwards compatibility with previous identity management archi-
tectures, providing essentially a centralised (yet secure) automatic form filler.
What is not shown is the authentication with the identity provider. In order to request en-
crypted attributes from the identity provider, the user must first pass an authentication pro-
tocol. This entails sending their username for their account at the identity provider, their
password for the identity provider and the device’s unique identification number. The key to
revoking devices is the identification number for the device. This is randomly chosen when
the device is added to the identity and is stored by the identity provider. A sufficiently large
number is chosen such that guessing a valid identification number is highly unlikely, even if
the username and password are known. If a device is lost or stolen, its identification number
is removed from the list of permitted devices by the user. The race condition is aided by the
use of a password.
In order to add a new device to the identity, the symmetric key must be transferred from an
existing device. It is important that the key is not exposed to the identity provider or any third
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party throughout this transfer. We utilise a modified version of Diffie-Hellman key exchange
(see Section 6.4) in order to utilise the identity provider as a communication gateway. Our
modificationsmake it highly improbable that the identity provider is capable of intercepting
the key during the transfer. At the start of the protocol a new random identification number
is generated. The identification numbers are kept private between the device and the iden-
tity provider. In this way, a compromised device has no knowledge of other uncompromised
devices.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to describing each of the required protocols for
this identity management scheme in detail.
Identity creation
Identity provider Initiating device
Figure 7.9: Protocol for creating a new identity.
In order to utilise an online identity, it first needs to be created. This process consists of find-
ing an identity provider and registering an account with them. A device string identifier, Nd ,
is given by the user and sent to the identity provider along with a randomly generated de-
vice identity (see device addition for details). This is accepted by the identity provider, as the
identity was previously blank. The device identity is secret, therefore it must be encrypted.
The device then needs to generate a symmetric encryption key, K , which is stored on the de-
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vice. Any information which the device wishes to store on the identity provider is encrypted
using the symmetric key, thereby ensuring its security.
Device addition
Adding a device consists of transferring the symmetric key from an existing device to a new
device. The new device identity and a string identifier is also registered with the identity
provider in the process.
Existing device Identity provider Initiating device
Figure 7.10: Protocol for adding a device to the identity.
Figure 7.10 shows the protocol which is used to perform this transfer, hence adding a new
device to the identity. The protocol is based on a Diffie-Hellman key exchange with minor
modifications in order to ensure that the identity provider is unable to perform a man-in-
the-middle attack on the exchange. Once the protocol has executed, the symmetric key,
PK will have been sent from the existing device to the new device without any other party
learning it. The initial commitment ensures that the identity provider is unable to force the
value of VA to equal VB with a different XB . The verification of VA ÆVB out of band ensures,
with a probability of 1 in 220, that the identity provider has not changed the values of XB and
C .
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The protocol may be considered as five distinct steps.
1. Register a newdevicewith the identity provider. This is performed over an SSL connec-
tion for two reasons: (i) To protect the value of IDd , which is private to the device and
identity provider, (ii) To protect the hashed value of the password. A password is set on
the account to prevent flooding of device addition requests, and therefore performing
a denial of service on an account.
2. Select the new device from a list of waiting devices at the identity provider from an
existing device. This process initiates the transfer of the key to new device from an
existing one.
3. Perform a Diffie-Hellman exchange with the new device using the identity provider
as a proxy. The commitment sent as part of Step 1 is used to verify that the identity
provider did not tamper with the exchange. This is required as the verification in Step
4 only operates on 220 bits which could be easily pre-calculated and stored at the iden-
tity provider, permitting a man-in-the-middle attack. With a commitment, an attack
would need the hashes ofGXB andGXAXB would need to collide for the value of XB for
the attacker and the device. Also, the commitment of XB would need to collide. This
is extremely improbable, especially within a time period which goes unnoticed to the
user.
4. Verify the Diffie-Hellman exchange was not intercepted, by calculating a short (220 bit)
hash of the key and confirm it over a side channel. It is suggested that the value is
displayed on the screens of the devices and then accepted by the existing device. This
is then able to:
5. Transfer the identity key to the new device, encrypted by the key generated, via the
identity provider. At this point the identity provider adds the new device’s private iden-
tifier, IDd , to the list of known devices for the user.
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Device revocation
Existing device Identity provider
Figure 7.11: Protocol for revoking a device from the identity.
As noted in our trust model, revoking a device is dealt with by the identity provider. In ideal
circumstances, a user will have removed their identity key from the device making it impos-
sible to read profile specific data. However, thismechanism stops devices which still contain
this private data from obtaining any encrypted data from the identity provider.
The process, as shown in Figure 7.11, is relatively simple in that it follows a similar pattern to
all other communications with the identity provider. Initially, the device authenticates with
the identity provider over a secure channel in order to protect IDd . Assuming the device
authenticates, a list of all knownand active string identifiers for devices are sent to the device.
The user simply picks the device theywish to revoke (Nk) and the corresponding value of IDk
from the list of authorised devices. Now any attempt to perform identity functions with the
identifier IDk will be refused by the identity provider. It is easily apparent that if the identity
provider were to obtain the user’s device, they would have access to the full identity. We
envisage this to be a very unlikely event, but it is mitigated by users who properly remove
their identity key from devices which they “log out” of.
Service registration
When an authenticated device encounters a service they will attempt to provide their au-
thentication token to it. This is stored encrypted at the identity provider. We see in Figure
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Existing device Identity providerService
Figure 7.12: Protocol for registering an identity with a service.
7.12 that a standard authentication message is sent with a hash of the URI which is being
accessed, and the private key. This is to preserve the privacy of the URIs which are being
accessed by the user. Furthermore, we hash the key into the URI in order to ensure privacy
is preserved, otherwise identity providers would be able to locate information about spe-
cific known services. The identity provider checks the device is part of the identity, and the
password is correct. Since the user has not registered with the service a negative response is
received from the identity provider.
Upon receiving the negative response, the device creates a password for the service. The new
password is stored at the identity provider, encrypted by the identity key and indexed by the
hash of the service URI and the identity key. Once the password has been stored, the device
performs a standard registration with the service.
Service authentication
Accessing a service which a user has already registered with begins with the same process as
with the registration. In this instance, shown in Figure 7.13, the identity provider replies with
the encrypted password for the service. The device is able to decrypt the password and use
it to authenticate with the service in the usual manner.
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Existing device Identity providerService
Figure 7.13: Protocol for authenticating with a service.
Profile storage
Profile storage operates in an identical manner to service registration, and authentication
whereURI is the attribute name. This has two major advantages: simplicity of the design,
and indistinguishability of profile and authentication data.
7.3.2 Evaluation
Implementation
We implemented our protocol as a browser extension for Google Chromium, Firefox and
as an Android App with the role of the identity provider provided by a Google AppEngine
application. These were written in JavaScript and Python respectively. The Android API does
not supply any hooks for the browser, and as such it is currently impossible to use the system
for logging into sites on an Android device. The application is extremely useful for making
the identity portable.
Due to the stateless nature of AppEngine applications we were required to break the pro-
tocol down into HTTP requests with the client sending data to initiate the connection and
the server responding. As all requests had to originate from the extension (devices) polling
loops were required. These happen asynchronously so as not to lock up the browser. The
breakdown of the requests are shown in Figure 7.14. Purposely omitted from this figure is
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Existing device Identity provider Initiating device
Figure 7.14: A breakdown of HTTP requests to implement the device addition protocol in a
“pull” environment.
the verification of H (P ) and IDd/IDe other than in the first instance. This is for clarity;
however these are checked by the identity provider whenever they are received. It should
also be noted at this point that the value Nd is unique for each device; it may be used as
an identifier by the existing device to reference the transaction. Furthermore, the identity
provider utilises standard practice of limiting requests in order to slow brute force attacks.
Finally, SSL is utilised as it is a commonly available API, especially in the HTTP environment.
A standard code basewas used for all three implementationsmeaning that updates are easily
rolled out to all three platforms. In Figure 7.15 we see a device (in this instance, the Chrome
extension) being added to the identity. Figure 7.16 shows a list of devices in the identity,
clicking any of which will cause them to be removed from the list of permitted devices on
the identity provider. You will also be able to see the additional feature of changing the user
password. This functionality helps to ensure that a compromised device has no access to the
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identity, as they are unable to add their device to the list of activation pending devices for the
identity.
An additional timeout was added for devices pending activation. If they have not initiated
an activation in a fiveminute time they are removed from the pending list. This functionality
is simply to clear the list of accidental or failed activation attempts in order to free the device
name as they are unique within the identity (as explained earlier).
If the username is not recognised on the system the user is presented with an opportunity
to register a new identity, as shown in Figure 7.3.2. Since the details for addition of a device
have already been given, all that is required is a confirmation of the password, to ensure it
was not mis-typed, and an email address for service related contact. An additional feature of
the email address may be as a secondary proof of identity to lock out devices. It cannot be
used for recovery of a lost identity, however, owing to the identity provider not having access
to the key for user data.
Security analysis
Obtaining unauthorised access profile attributes consists of obtaining both the encrypted
profile data, and the private key. Encrypted profile data may be obtained from the identity
provider by providing the username, password (or password hash as no nonce is used), and
an active device identifier.
Let us first consider how an attacker may obtain the private key. There are two methods
available:
1. Intercept a key exchange when a device is being activated
2. Steal an active device which has the private key stored within it.
Our protocol protects fromaman-in-the-middle attack on a key exchange by using two com-
mitments. Our first commitment fixes the value of XB from the start of the protocol. A third
party would need to either generate a value for XB whichmatches the hash in a timely man-
ner or have a pre-generated table of hashes. Both options are unlikely for a sufficiently large
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Figure 7.15: The user view of a device addition to the identity on both the existing and new
device.
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Figure 7.16: Displaying the devices in the identity in order to remove one.
Figure 7.17: The form for registration of a new identity if the username does not currently
exist.
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hash (we propose the use of SHA-256). Instead, let us assume the attacker changes the value
of C to match their own value of XB , let us call it XM . This must be chosen before YA is
disclosed. The second commitment protects against this attack by placing a 20-bit commit-
ment value on the user devices in the form of a hexadecimal string. The user verifies that
these match out of band, meaning an attacker is unable to view or effect this transaction. In
order for the attack to succeedH (Y XMA ) mod 2
20 must be equal toH (Y XBA ) mod 2
20. Since
the attacker must choose XM before they learn YA the probability of success is one in 220. An
exchange takes about ten seconds of user interaction, therefore, on average, an attack would
take sixty days of continuous user interaction.
The second attack is much simpler as the key is obtained by the attacker as soon as they
gain access to the device. We assume that the attacker gains knowledge of the username,
password, private key and device identifier at this time. In an ideal scenario, the attacker
would not receive this much information as the password should time out. Despite having
these attributes, the device identifier is no longer valid for accessing the encrypted profile
from the identity provider.
Let us now consider obtaining profile data from the identity provider. The strongest attacker
is one that has obtained the username, password and private key in use by stealing a device.
Such an attacker simply needs to guess a device identifier to obtain profile attributes. Since
the only log of device identifiers is at the identity provider, they simply query the identity
provider for a valid device identifier, which is randomly chosen. Each operation requires
the device to authenticate, and so the attacker (knowing the username and password) may
simply attempt a brute force attack. We protect against this by limiting the number of unau-
thorised accesses by an IP to five per minute. In the 256-bit identifier space this would re-
quire brute force attacks to take, on average, 2228 years. Additionally, the add procedure can
provide a security risk. When adding a device, only the username and password are authen-
ticated. A new value of IDd is checked that it is unique within the identity. We limit device
additions to two per minute per IP. This has an even stronger protection against brute force
attacks. This may cause a slowing for legitimate users, but it is unlikely that users will want
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to add more than two devices per minute.
Analysis of addition protocol with ProVerif
ProVerif is a software tool for the analysis of protocols for observational equivalence [8]. It
is capable of determining whether there exists a trace in which an security requirement is
breached. We wrote our protocol as defined in Section 7.3.1. Although ProVerif is unable to
warn of the pre-calculation attack, which was the purpose of our additional commitment in
the protocol, it was able to verify that there is no other leak of information permitting a third
party to retrieve the value of PK . Our ProVerif source is shown in Figure 7.18.
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type G.
type exponent.
free pk: bitstring [private].
free oc: channel.
free nc: channel.
free pc: channel [private].
fun senc(G, bitstring): bitstring.
reduc forall k:G, m:bitstring;
sdec(k, senc(k, m)) = m.
const g: G [data].
fun exp(G, exponent): G.
equation forall x:exponent, y:exponent;
exp(exp(g,x),y) = exp(exp(g,y),x).
fun h(G): bitstring.
query attacker(pk).
let NewDevice = new xb:exponent;
out(nc,h(exp(g,xb)));
in(nc, ya : G);
out(nc,exp(g,xb));
let k = exp(ya,xb) in out(pc, h(k));
in(nc, m : bitstring);
let pk = sdec(k, m) in 0.
let IdP = in(nc, c : bitstring); out(oc, c);
in(oc, ya : G); out(nc, ya);
in(nc, yb : G); out(oc, yb);
in(oc, epk : bitstring); out(nc, epk).
let ExistingDevice = new xa:exponent;
in(oc, c : bitstring);
out(oc, exp(g,xa));
in(oc, yb : G);
in(pc, tk : bitstring);
let k = exp(yb,xa) in
if tk = h(k) && h(yb) = c then
out(oc, senc(k,pk)); 0
else
0.
process NewDevice | IdP | ExistingDevice
Figure 7.18: The add protocol implemented in ProVerif
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The most beautiful thing in the world is, precisely,
the conjunction of learning and inspiration. Oh,
the passion for research and the joy of discovery!
— Wanda Landowska
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Let us consider the research questions posed in Section 1.2. The first question asks: How
can an identity management architecture be evaluated systematically? Chapter 3 guided
us through the evolution of identity management. This was ultimately used in Chapter 2
to answer question 1a: What are the requirements of an identity management architecture?
We described the three stakeholders in identitymanagement: Individuals, Identity providers
and Services. Each has their own needs and requirements from an IdM architecture.
In Chapter 5 we sought to answer the final sub-questions using existing methods and litera-
ture. Question 1b asks: which metrics need to be evaluated? Followed by 1c: what method
should be followed to perform systematic evaluation? To attempt to answer these questions,
a systematic literature review was performed in order to seek out possible existing answers.
The conclusionwas that therewere no holistic evaluationmethods, and all existing literature
provided a small subset of, often incomplete, metrics.
Using genericmethods also failed to performa systematic evaluation, with a classroomstudy
utilising ATAM failing to produce a consistent result. Instead, the results of both the previous
research located with the systematic literature review, and those from the ATAM evaluation
were combined. These produced a holistic and systematic evaluationmethodology for iden-
tity management. We discuss the advantages of this and answer question 1d in Section 8.1.
Now, let us consider question two: What improvements may be made to identity manage-
ment architectures? 2a asks: Where should the effort toward improvements be focused? It
was noted in Chapter 3 that existing developments have been focused on the needs of the
services. Recent developments have provided a little gain in usability, but this could be fur-
thered. Chapter 2 answers (2b) Which areas of identity management are important to which
parties? The importance of security, privacy and usability for the end-user, and the ease of
user management and desire to attract users from the perspective of the service provider.
In Chapter 7 a new identity management architecture was derived from the evaluation of
service based identity and identity provider based identity. In doing so, it answers question
2c: How can such systematic evaluation inform the design of a new identity management
architecture? This is further reflected upon in Section 8.1. Chapter 7 also provides security
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evaluations of both implementations.
Finally, question 2d: Howmay improvementsmade in architectural design be implemented?
Two such implementations are described in Chapter 7. Their ability to meet the architec-
tural description of device based identity is evaluated in Section 8.2. A summary of all iden-
tity management architectures evaluated in this thesis concludes this chapter in Section 8.3.
This provides an overview of the improvements and trade-offs made.
8.1 Identity architecture evaluation
Let us consider research question 1d: what are the benefits of a systematic analysis? The
evaluation method given in Chapter 5 was presented with two goals. The first, to combine
existing evaluation in the area of IdM into a single methodology, and second, to provide
guidance for the future development of IdM. Section 7.1 attempted to utilise this property of
the evaluation performed over SB and IdPB implementations, in order to derive a new IdM
architecture.
With regard to the first goal, the evaluation method is able to produce a reasonable descrip-
tion of the differences between two IdM architectures from a high level description. Given
implementations it provides the areas which may be focused on for quantitative analysis.
As shown by the systematic literature review, this is the first method which is capable of
performing this trade-off analysis over such a wide spectrum of metrics. Furthermore, the
classroom experiment demonstrated the flaw of generic methods of expert knowledge and
bias. Due to the boolean statements given in the evaluation methodology proposed, this
personal bias or lack of knowledge in a specific area cannot affect the result.
The boolean nature of the metrics causes issues where different versions exist, optional ex-
tensions may be used or where the implementation specifics are uncertain. The results per-
mit this uncertainty as a minimum and a maximum value may be given. This does not
undermine the system as minimum levels may be compared giving insight to the changes
between architectures. Maximum values are also useful in order to allow developers to fo-
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cus their attention in the areas which are susceptible to lacking performance. For example,
implementing OpenID, it is possible to see in Figure 5.7 that profile availability should be
considered leading to the implementation of one of the profile extensions, SReg or AX.
The ultimate aim of the analysis was to produce a simple holistic review of an identity archi-
tecture, integrating the expert knowledge acquired frommany sources. In doing so, the com-
parison of these evaluations permits decisions to be made about which architecture suits a
particular use-case. Until this point, evaluations have mostly focused on the results shown
in the metrics. Information about the underlying reasons for these changes are visible by
looking at the component distribution throughout the identity systems. By considering the
changes made, the secondary goal of developing an identity architecture that makes im-
provements in other areas is possible. The systematic evaluation informs the design by de-
termining changesmade to architectural components and the qualities elicited by the entire
system. Through deduction, further changes to the high-level architecture may be posed
in an attempt to specifically target areas for improvement. In Chapter 7 the architecture is
modified from single sign-on in order to increase usability, privacy and security.
Considering Figures 5.2 and 5.3, it is clear that the addition of the identity provider, remov-
ing the Authentication Provider and Credential Store from the service, increases user sim-
plicity due to the single username and password. The evaluations in Figures 5.4 and 5.6,
demonstrate the loss in security, bandwidth and the likely loss in privacy afforded by this. In
order to regain security and privacy it was proposed in Chapter 7 that moving the Authenti-
cation Provider to the device may be a better solution. This was evaluated at an early stage
to demonstrate this possibility, which was confirmed in Figure 7.2. As an added bonus DB
identity performed much better in availability, security, privacy, authenticity and freshness
over OpenID, as shown in Figure 7.3.
Given this result from the new architecture, two implementations were derived in order to
attempt to provide the features described. These implementations are described in Sections
7.2 and 7.2. In order to determinewhether the implementations coincidewith the evaluation
of the initial architecture, a full evaluation of themwill be performed in the following section.
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8.2 Device based identity
Chapter 7 introduced DB IdM and performed an evaluation on the architectural design of
the framework. Due to the lack of implementation specific details, this evaluation proved
to contain a wide spectrum of values. Post-evaluation, two implementations have been pro-
posed to suit the architecture. In order to evaluate howwell themethodology performed and
howwell the implementations performed, it is logical to perform the evaluation again on the
two implementations.
8.2.1 Type one
First to be evaluated is the first implementation of DB IdM, based on group signature, de-
scribed in Section 7.2.
Authentication user simplicity (4)
Through the use of signatures users authenticate with services using a single public key. The
provision of this signature is through the device interface which is common across services.
This gives a score of 4, a value of 44 ¤10Æ 10.0.
Authentication computational overhead (9i)
The group signature scheme used utilises proof of knowledge calculations for authentica-
tion and attribute access. Attributes are transferred utilising symmetric encryption to secure
them. This gives a score of 4, and being inverse a value of 10¡ (49 ¤10)Æ 5.6.
Authentication bandwidth (5i)
If anonymous authentication is utilised then the device must request the location of the at-
tributes from the identity provider and request the data from the service. Otherwise, this is
only required at registration. This gives a score between 1 and 3 and value of between 4.0
and 8.0.
Authentication availability (4)
Similarly to other open single sign-on systems type-one DB supports the use of multiple
identity providers. The group signature scheme also permits users to utilise any active device
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to authenticate. Giving a score of 2 and a value of 5.0.
Authentication privacy (5)
All storage is at the service provider in this architecture. However not all information is stored
at all service providers. Transmission from service to service, or via the device prevents the
identity provider from having access to any profile attributes. The request for the public
key from the identity provider may permit logging of service used. However, it may also be
passed from the device maintaining privacy. As the service needs to be able to verify the
public key visits may be linked. The user can otherwise remain anonymous. This gives a
score between 2 and 3 and values between 4.0 and 6.0.
Authentication security (8)
Due to the nature of the authentication, there are no credentials. It is as if they were en-
crypted. The signature scheme also simulates a secure high-entropy key for authentication.
Due to the use of the trusted external entity, the identity provider is unable to authenticate
without notifying the user. This gives a score of 5 and a value of 6.3.
Profile availability (8)
A centralised lookup of profile attributes permits a common interface for attribute retrieval.
However, this is a specialised protocol which is unable to support any other protocols. An
exchange of attributesmay be requested by the user to transfer profile data between services.
This gives a score of 3, a value of 3.8.
Profile security (6)
Transferred attributes are encrypted utilising a symmetric key during transmission. Due to
storage at service providers, it is unlikely that the attributes are encrypted in their storage
location. As the identity provider cannot request data from services the profile is unreadable
by the identity provider. This gives a score of 5, a value of 8.3.
Profile privacy (7)
Attributesmay be sent via the device, and therefore the sourcemay be hidden. The attributes
may also be requested individually by the request of the user. Privacy policiesmay be utilised
in the device software. A score between 2 and 5 may be awarded, giving values between 2.9
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and 7.1.
Profile authenticity (2)
There is no support for automated verification of attributes as the device can not be trusted
to perform as such. However, attributes obtained from other sources may be certified and
passed through. This gives a value of 5.0.
Profile access speed (4i)
Each request for an identity requires the construction and signature of a request message
sent to the relevant service. This gives the worst possible score of 4 and value of 0.0.
Profile computational overhead (9i)
Profile transfer operates in the samemanner as authentication, with signedmessages. There-
fore the overhead is the same, a score of 4 and value of 5.6.
Profile freshness (16)
The identity provider maintains a database of all profile storage locations. This permits the
user to obtain any attribute and push updates to them. It is therefore unnecessary for the
services to provide an interface for the maintenance of the profile. This gives a score of 10
and value of 6.3.
8.2.2 Type two
In the manner which you might expect, the evaluation of the second implementation, de-
scribed in Section 7.3, is also given.
Authentication user simplicity (4)
As before, the user utilises a username to identify themselves and their identity provider. Pro-
viding the extensions are available on the service, a common authentication interface exists.
Otherwise, a fall-back will be required which utilises the interface of the service provider. No
credentials need to be remembered, as they are stored at the identity provider. This gives a
score of 4 and value of 10.0.
Authentication computational overhead (9i)
Identity attributes, including authentication credentials are stored at the identity provider
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utilising symmetric encryption. Optionally, HTTPSmaybeused to verify the identity provider.
This gives a value between 1 and 3, a score between 6.7 and 8.9.
Authentication bandwidth (5i)
Services should maintain a session after authentication. This authentication is performed
by retrieval of a set of credentials for the service from the identity provider at authentication.
This gives a score of 1, a score of 8.0.
Authentication availability (4)
Once again, the use of different identity providers is supported andmultiple devices may be
used to authenticate. Different protocolsmay also be supported with the generic store of au-
thentication data. Utilising the central storage, authentication may also be passed between
devices. This scores the maximum of 4, a value of 10.0.
Authentication privacy (5)
The attributes and credentials are encrypted at the identity provider making them unread-
able. Accordingly, they need to be decrypted at the device, making usage information in-
accessible to the identity provider also. Users are able to remain anonymous to the service
also as the username need not be provided, authentication with the identity provider being
performed by the device. This gives a score of 3, a value of 6.0.
Authentication security (8)
Credentials are transmitted as they are stored, encrypted. If HTTPS is utilised then the end-
points are also verified. Authentication is performed through the use of the decryption key
for the credentials. As the identity provider does not have access to the key it is unable to
decrypt the credentials. This gives a score between 5 and 7, values of 6.3 to 8.8.
Profile availability (8)
Attributes may be stored centrally; however this is not a requirement. Requesting attributes
and handling requests is dealt with by the device software, and therefore is capable of sup-
porting multiple protocols. The encrypted attributes are sent to, and stored at, the identity
provider. This gives a score of 5 and a value of 6.3.
Profile security (6)
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Attributes are stored encrypted at the identity provider, and are sent in this form. Connection
to the identity provider is optionally through HTTPS, verifying the destination. This gives a
score between 5 and 6, a value between 8.3 and 10.0.
Profile privacy (7)
Privacy policies may be implemented within the device software, where attributes are dis-
tributed. Since attributes are decrypted at the device, the source of the attributes is hidden.
Any kind of attribute may be stored including certified ones. Attributes are stored separately
at the identity provider, and passed via the device for approval. This gives a score between 4
and 5, and a value between 5.7 and 7.1.
Profile authenticity (2)
There is no support for automated verification of attributes as the device can not be trusted
to perform this. However, attributes obtained fromother sourcesmaybe certified andpassed
through. This gives a value of 5.0.
Profile access speed (4i)
Attributes are stored at the identity provider, but may be requested in bulk by the device,
giving a score of 1, a value of 7.5.
Profile computational overhead (9i)
Requesting attributes from the identity provider is the same as requesting credentials, giving
the same score of between 6.7 and 8.9.
Profile freshness (16)
Profile attributes are stored centrally, and may be viewed and modified. However, a log of
where all attributes are sent is not made. This means that a similar situation to SB is main-
tained. This gives a score of 12, a value of 7.5.
8.2.3 Comparison
The values given for authentication and profile metrics are shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.1 re-
spectively for type-one. Type-two are shown for authentication andprofilemetrics in Figures
8.4 and 8.3.
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DB predic-
tion score
DB predic-
tion value
Impl. 1
score
Impl. 1
value
Impl. 2
score
Impl. 2
value
Metric Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max
Authentication
user simplicity 2 4 5.0 10.0 4 4 10.0 10.0 4 4 10.0 10.0
Authentication
computational overhead 3 9 0 6.7 4 4 5.6 5.6 1 3 6.7 8.9
Authentication bandwidth 1 4 2.0 8.0 1 3 4.0 8.0 1 1 8.0 8.0
Authentication availability 2 4 5.0 10.0 2 2 5.0 5.0 4 4 10.0 10.0
Authentication privacy 1 4 2.0 8.0 2 3 4.0 6.0 3 3 6.0 6.0
Authentication security 5 7 6.3 8.8 5 5 6.3 6.3 5 7 6.3 8.8
Profile availability 3 5 3.8 6.3 3 3 3.8 3.8 5 5 6.3 6.3
Profile security 4 6 6.7 10.0 5 5 8.3 8.3 5 6 8.3 10.0
Profile privacy 3 5 4.3 7.1 2 5 2.9 7.1 4 5 5.7 7.1
Profile authenticity 1 1 5.0 5.0 1 1 5.0 5.0 1 1 5.0 5.0
Profile access speed 1 3 2.5 7.5 4 4 0.0 0.0 1 1 7.5 7.5
Profile
computational overhead 3 9 0.0 6.7 4 4 5.6 5.6 1 3 6.7 8.9
Profile freshness 5 15 3.1 9.4 10 10 6.3 6.3 12 12 7.5 7.5
Table 8.1: Comparison of device based identity implementations against initial architecture
evaluation
8.2.4 Comparison with prediction
In Chapter 7 an evaluation was performed against the high-level overview of a device based
identity management architecture. Since then, two different implementations have been
developed in an attempt to exemplify the architecture. In the previous section, the two im-
plementations were evaluated, wewill now compare these results with the preliminary ones.
This is to: (i) determine how well the evaluation method is capable of evaluating architec-
tures without implementations (ii) see how well the two implementations perform with re-
gards to the expected abilities of a device based identity architecture.
Table 8.1 shows the results of the initial evaluation performed on DB IdM in Section 7.1,
alongside the results of the implementation evaluations made in Section 8.2. We can see
that the implementation results only strayed out of the bounds of the initial prediction four
times: on the computational overhead for both authentication and profile for the second
implementation, and the profile privacy and access speed for the first implementation. The
overhead reduction was due to the need for HTTPS not being required in certain circum-
stances (mainly due to backwards compatibility). The privacy suffered slightly due to the
ability to send attributes directly between services. The access speed is also worse than ex-
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SB score SB value OpenID
score
OpenID
value
Impl. 1
score
Impl. 1
value
Impl. 2
score
Impl. 2
value
Metric Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max
Authentication
user simplicity 1 2 2.5 5.0 2 3 5.0 7.5 4 4 10.0 10.0 4 4 10.0 10.0
Authentication
computational overhead 3 3 6.7 6.7 3 3 6.7 6.7 4 4 5.6 5.6 1 3 6.7 8.9
Authentication bandwidth 0 0 10.0 10.0 1 1 8.0 8.0 1 3 4.0 8.0 1 1 8.0 8.0
Authentication availability 0 0 0.0 0.0 2 2 5.0 5.0 2 2 5.0 5.0 4 4 10.0 10.0
Authentication privacy 3 3 6.0 6.0 2 4 4.0 8.0 2 3 4.0 6.0 3 3 6.0 6.0
Authentication security 1 5 1.3 6.3 0 4 0.0 5.0 5 5 6.3 6.3 5 7 6.3 8.8
Profile availability 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 2 0.0 2.5 3 3 3.8 3.8 5 5 6.3 6.3
Profile security 1 4 1.7 6.7 0 3 0.0 5.0 5 5 8.3 8.3 5 6 8.3 10.0
Profile privacy 3 3 4.3 4.3 3 3 4.3 4.3 2 5 2.9 7.1 4 5 5.7 7.1
Profile authenticity 0 1 0.0 5.0 0 1 0.0 5.0 1 1 5.0 5.0 1 1 5.0 5.0
Profile access speed 1 1 7.5 7.5 1 1 7.5 7.5 4 4 0.0 0.0 1 1 7.5 7.5
Profile
computational overhead 0 3 6.7 10.0 3 3 6.7 6.7 4 4 5.6 5.6 1 3 6.7 8.9
Profile freshness 3 5 1.9 3.1 3 5 1.9 7.5 10 10 6.3 6.3 12 12 7.5 7.5
Table 8.2: Evaluation of service based identity management
pected due to the requirement of signing messages on the device.
It is also possible to see that the second implementation performs better on every metric
compared to the first. However, this is due to trust being placed in the identity provider to
maintain security of profile and credential information against devices removed from the
identity.
The initial evaluation determined that the major qualities of DB IdMwould be user simplic-
ity and security with a possible trade-off in the areas of computational overhead and band-
width. These qualities were demonstrated in the two implementations, both providing high
levels of usability and security relative to existing implementations. In the next section we
will consider the evaluations of all four implementations considered in this thesis.
8.3 Summary of evaluation results
Table 8.2 shows the results of all the evaluations performed throughout this thesis. Wepresent
it here to display the differences between the different implementations. In Chapter 3, the
difference between service based identity management and user-centric identity manage-
ment was noted to be a gain in usability. We also noted that existing implementations re-
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duced the privacy afforded to users due to the identity provider having access to their identi-
ties. This trade-off is visible in the authentication user simplicity and authentication privacy
metrics in the table.
The purpose of the further evolution of identity management, stated in Chapter 7, was to
improve usability and to reverse this downward trend in privacy. To facilitate this, we can
see that the computational overhead has suffered. In the case of the first device based im-
plementation, profile access speed and privacy were also affected. The trust model of the
second implementation facilitates the better performance in these areas. Despite this, the
trust afforded to the identity provider is much less than in existing IdPB mechanisms. The
second implementation is even backwards compatible with existing IdM architectures due
to its centralised profile storage.
These results have shown that the evaluation has provided motivation for a better architec-
ture. It has also verified the areas inwhich improvements have beenmade and the high-level
overview has provided insight into the differences in trust afforded to the components in the
system.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS
Intellectual growth should commence at birth,
and cease only at death.
— Albert Einstein
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9.1 What have we learnt?
In the introduction the problem of identity management was posed - specifically, the issue
of usability from the point of view of the user. This was prompted by the lack of development
in the area. In order to address this issue an approach to evaluate existing developments was
taken. This is due to the lack of focus and direction in the development of new ideas in the
area of identity management architectures and implementation.
For the evaluation, a search was performed in order to locate existing research which eval-
uates identity management architectures and implementations. It was found during this
review of existing literature, that only small parts of the problem of identitymanagement are
considered by each of the approaches. To supplement this work, a more generic evaluation
approach was taken to attempt to determine whether a holistic evaluation may be provided
by them. It was found that the generic evaluation did not perform optimally due to the lack
of expert knowledge in all fields, and the different perspectives, such as those of the user and
service provider.
Combining the results of the literature review and the generic trade-off method, our first
contribution is described, a newmethodology for evaluating identitymanagement architec-
tures and implementations was derived. The new methodology set a number of weighted
requirements for identity management systems. Despite utilising a different form of evalu-
ation technique, it managed to encompass most of the evaluation criteria of existing tech-
niques. The purpose of this evaluation is not to state that one architecture or implemen-
tation is better than another. Rather, it provides an overview of the improvements made
in certain areas versus the trade-offs made in others. Thanks to a high level overview, it is
also possible to make educated guesses as to which components cause improvements (and
indeed detriment) in specific metrics.
The methodology developed provides a simple and intuitive way to evaluate IdM architec-
tures. It many be expanded with new features without invalidating existing evaluations. The
grouping and scoring system facilitates these extensions, therefore ensuring completeness
may be maintained with further developments in the field.
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The second contribution of this thesis utilised the metrics developed to evaluate two exist-
ing identity management architectures. Specifically, “traditional” SB IdM and “single sign-
on” IdPB IdM. The improvement in usability is visibile, although it is clear that it could be
improved further.
Through the evaluation of existing architectures, our third contibution of DB IdM was pro-
posed. The purpose of this new architecture is to improve the usability of authentication
over existing developments, especially for mobile users. Also, it aims to provide support for
equally more usable profile management, an area which had been mostly ignored by pre-
vious developments. Evaluation of this architecture before an attempt at implementing it
was made showed that usability was indeed increased. However, a possible trade-off was
bandwidth and computation. With increasing Internet and processor speeds, this seems
reasonable.
The fourth contribution is the implementation of the DB architecture as conceived. This
proved rather tricky - the issue lies with the credentials residing at the identity provider but
the authentication residing at the user device (of which theremay bemany). This centralised
identity with decentralised users is reminiscent of group signature schemes, and therefore
the use of one was proposed. Unfortunately, the management of the public key became an
issue, requiring the inclusion of a fourth type of system in the architecture. A trusted node
which provided a count in the public key ensured that the identity provider could not make
changes to the identity without the users knowledge. The simplicity of this trusted node
meant that it could be implemented using trusted hardware, or an external entity. Also, the
generic nature of the signature scheme permitted it to be used for signing messages other
than authentication. This permitted the idea of profile attribute transfer between services in
order to make use of the decentralised profile, the benefit to the service providers being that
profile attributes are more likely to be collected andmaintained, if centrally tracked.
Following on from this implementation, a further contribution of a second novel implemen-
tation is proposed. Instead of utilising an external trusted entity, the identity provider is
awarded a certain amount of trust. This model trusts the identity provider not to release cre-
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dentials or attributes to untrusted devices. However, it does not trust it with the attributes
directly. Instead it uses encrypted attributes. Through this trust model the system remains
secure so long as the identity provider does not steal a user’s device. Due to the generic na-
ture of the centralised storage, attributes and credentials may be stored and retrieved by any
device. This has many different uses, but the centralisation of the well known utility of a
browser based form filler works very well. With some additional HTML tags or attributes on
existing tags for websites, automated authentication is also possible.
The evaluation of the two implementations differed slightly, due to quirks of the implemen-
tation. With the group signature version, another system is introduced which alters the re-
sult. In the second implementation, the trust model is modified in order to implement the
architecture. This shows that the evaluation mechanism is able to indicate how the state-of-
the-art may be progressed. However, the restrictions of implementation cannot be consid-
ered at such a high level. Instead, prototypes are required in order to provide these insights.
9.2 The future of identitymanagement
DB IdM is not the ultimate answer to the problems faced by users authenticating and man-
aging profiles. Also, the evaluation metrics are likely to be missing criteria, or other metrics
may be missing entirely.
To derive the metrics, this thesis was motivated by lessons learnt from a classroom experi-
ment, expert judgement and a systematic literature review into identity management archi-
tecture evaluation. As identity management systems evolve, so will the results of the expert
judgement. These may be added into the metrics, altering the weighting of existing require-
ments. Additionally, the systematic literature review could be performed for each of themet-
rics identified. Undoubtedly, this will uncover some existing literature whichwas overlooked
due to the search terms utilised. The advantage to the methodology of evaluation utilised in
this thesis, is that it may be developed and expanded upon without invalidating previous
results.
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As for future developments in identitymanagement, there will likely be developments which
are able to increase usability, security or other metric withinmost of the architectures. How-
ever, the use of a user device rather than an identity provider, to be the core of authentication,
will always perform better than an identity provider or SB solution. People are likely to pre-
fer relying on their possessions, rather than trust third parties. Providing that vendors do not
take away the freedomof user devices1 this will always be amore private and secure solution
over a distributed set of devices.
In summary, there are a number of future research questions:
• Have all metrics relating to identity management been identified?
• Howmay one be sure that all statements relating to a metric have been identified?
• Is there a systematic manner to link changes in the metrics to changes in the architec-
tural component distribution?
DB identity is not the ultimate solution however. There is the possibility of utilising personal
identifiers (biometrics) to authenticate users without reasonable doubt. However, this still
requires amethod of centrally storing or accessing profile data to solve the problems of iden-
tity management. Currently though, the use of biometric authentication is underdeveloped
and hasmajor issues. For one, there is noway to revoke a biological component, for example
if someone is able to replicate your fingerprint you cannot change it. Additionally, most bio-
logical methods are not private; for example it is easy to gain a fingerprint of a glass or DNA
from a dropped hair. For now, utilising devices that you own is the best way to revocably
authorise yourself.
1as has occurred in a number of instances (the iPad for example)
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